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Theory advanced by A. C. Eringen in the early 1960ts has been

used successfully in predicting the behavior of materials whose

inner structure is composed of rod-like elements. Liquid crystals

fall into this class of materials and their wide-spread use in

Industry and in medical diagnostic devices requires a detailed

analysis of their response to various external stimuli. To this
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Full symmetry properties of liquid crystals have been employed in

order to simplify the constitutive equations.

This theory has then been applied to the physical problem of

predicting orientational effects in smectic liquid crystals due to

boundary influences, superposed shear flows, and thermal gradients.

Since most experiments are carried out for viscometric flows we

have considered the flow of smectic liquid crystals between two

rotating coaxial cylinders. The velocity field obtained is found to

include the classical Couette flow as a special case. We then com-

pare our results with experiments and identify the material

coefficients of the theory with physically measurable quantities such

as apparent viscosity. The shear-rate dependence of viscosity at

various temperatures of the srnectic range is determined and

comparisons with experimental results yield good agreement.

Finally, with the aim of constructing a viscoelastic theory

suitable for description of materials with stretchable rod-like

elements we first develop the theory of micropolar elasticity with

stretch which takes into account the uniform stretching of the

material's microelements. Future work involving the construction

of the theory of micropolar viscoelasticity with stretch and its

application to the study of viscoelastic waves is indicated.
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MICROCONTINUUM THEORY AND ORIENTATIONAL
EFFECTS IN SMECTIC LIQUID CRYSTALS

I. INTRODUCTION

1. Micropolar Theory

Classical continuum mechanics had its beginnings mainly in

the works of Euler over two centuries ago and later in the works of

Cauchy. The fundamental concepts of the continuum field approach

to the treatment of matter are based on the idea that all material

bodies possess continuous mass densities and that the laws of

motion and the axioms of constitution are valid for every part of

the body regardless of its size. Thus continuous media are viewed

as dense collections of concentrated infinitesimal masses devoid of

internal structure.

The classical continuum theory has enjoyed wide success and

acceptance especially in the engineering sciences. However, the

classical continuum theory has drastic limitations on the extent

to which its description of macroscopic behavior can successfully

reflect the effects of the fine structure of matter. Increasingly

sophisticated experiments and accurate measurements led the

experimentalists and theorists alike to the conclusion that the fine

structure of materials needed to be considered.



According to classical continuum theory a small volume AV

enclosed within a surface AS possesses a mass density p defined by

p lim (Am/AV)
AV 4,- 0

where ,Am is the total mass contained in AV. Here, p is independent

of the size of AV and depends only on the position vector x of a point

in AV and time t. However, experimentally, one finds that as the

size of the material volume element is allowed to approach zero

the sequence of ratios Am/AV fails to possess a limit and exhibits

a marked dependence on the volume size as the latter decreases

below a certain critical volume AVc. The continuity assumption

for mass density is no longer applicable as the size of the volume

element approaches a characteristic material dimension such as

grain size in a solid or particle size in a fluid suspension.

Another case to consider is when the fine structure of a

material is set in motion without application of a macroscopic

force. This is accomplished when the applied external physical

force has length scale comparable to the average grain size or

molecular size of the material. Thus any theory which purports

to predict adequately the response of the material in this situation

must be capable of taking into account the intrinsic motions of the

material constituents of continuum microelements.

2
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Hence we see that engineering scientists were confronted with

the problem of describing the behavior of rheologically complex

fluids such as liquid crystals, polymeric suspensions, and blood.

What was required was a field theory approach that could adequately

describe the macroscopic manifestations of microscopic events,

namely the motion and deformation of the microelements. The new

theories of microcontinua developed to fulfill this need regarded

continuous media as sets of structured particles p.ossessing not

only mass and velocity but also a substructure which has associated

with it a moment-of-inertia density and a microdeformation tensor.

These new theories required a complete reappraisal of classical

concepts such as the symmetry of the stress tensor and the absence

of couple stresses in view of local structural aspects and micro-

motions. Thus while many of the principles of classical continuum

mechanics remain valid for this new class of materials, additional

balance laws and constitutive relations were necessitated by the

pre sence of microscopic elements in these materials which gave

rise not only to the usual Cauchy stresses, but also to couple

stresses due to rnicroelement interaction. The orientation of the

rnicroelernent also has to be considered, as well as the production

of internal angular momentum due to their rotational motions.

The concept of couple stresses acting in a medium independent

of tractions is not a recent development. Bernoulli and Euler
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considered them in connection with their respective works on beam

theories. As early as 1893 Duhem [7] suggested the concept of an

oriented medium wherein a body is regarded as a collection of

points each of which is associated with a set of directors or vectors

which can undergo deformations independent of the deformation of

the points. The Cosserat brothers [4] utilized the concept of a

three-dimensional director-oriented continuum to construct a

unified theory for deformable bars, surfaces, and bodies which

has since been generalized by Ericksen and Truesdell [10]. Thus

in a Cosserat medium the orientation of a given point can be

expressed mathematically by the values of three mutually perpen-

dicular unit vectors called the r directors r of an oriented medium.

The drawback of the 'director description is that there is no

mechanism for calculating the moment of inertia of a spinning

microvolume element.

The theory of 'simple microelastic solids' put forth by A. C.

Eringen and E. S. Suhubi [12,13] remedies this situation by

developing a physical model in which each continuum element is

assigned a substructure containing microvolume elements which

can translate, rotate, and deform independently of the motion of

the macrovolume; however, each deformation of the macrovolume

element can be expected to produce a subsequent deformation of

the rni crovolume element. In this manner a mechanism is provided
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in the theory to treat materials which are capable of supporting

local stress moments and body moments and are influenced by the

microelement spin inertia.

The development of Eringen and Suhubi's general theory of

microcontinuum mechanics proceeded in the following manner. The

field equations involving balance laws of momenta, conservation of

mass and energy, etc. were formulated by applying Cauchy's laws

of motion and the classical conservation laws of mass and energy

expressed as volume and surface integral operators to each micro-

element contained in a material macrovolume element. The funda-

mental laws of microcontinua resulted when simple statistical

averages of the global balance and conservation laws were taken

over the entire macrovolume element. In addition to the usual

laws of classical continuum mechanics two additional equations

were obtained; the first accounts for conservation of microinertia

moments and the second expresses the balance of first stress

moments which arise due to consideration of the material's micro-

structure. The point should be made here that while a statistical

averaging process is employed in the development, the theory

itself is based solely on the principles of continuum mechanics and

not on molecular or statistical mechanics.

In a series of papers [11,16] Eringen has reiterated and

extended his initial theory of micromorphic continua. He has
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obtained Master equations in the form of integral operators from

which all order volume and surface moments are derivable. This

leads to a hierarchy of balance laws and the micromorphic material

is assigned a specific grade (1,2, , N) according to the number

of statistical moments taken of the momenta equations, energy

equation, and continuity equation which are necessary to develop

the balance laws governing the material's dynamic behavior. One

of the most important developments of Eringen's microcontinuum

theory was the introduction of new kinematic variables, namely,

the gyration tensor and microinertia tensor and the addition of the

concepts of body moments, stress moments, and microstress

averages to classical continuum mechanics.

In a subsequent paper [11] Eringen defined the class of simple

microfluids as fluent media whose properties and behavior are

affected by the local motions of the material particles in each of its

volume elements. The main thrust of the paper was the mathematical

development of the admissible constitutive equations

for the theory of simple microfluids. Thus the simple microfluids

which are viscous isotropic fluids are characterized in the simplest

case of a constitutively linear theory by 22 viscosity and material

coefficients. However, when this theory is applied to a real

nontrivial flow problem the resulting system of 19 partial differential

equations in 19 unknowns presents a serious difficulty in that the
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underlying mathematical problem is not easily solved. This

difficulty has led Eringen to consider subclasses of these simple

microfluids which, while simplified enough to allow for the solution

of the resulting system of equations, they still are able to describe

adequately the dynamical behavior of the material.

Thus Eringen considered the subclass of simple microfluids

called micropolar fluids {141 wherein the microgyration tensor is

required to be skew-symmetric and the material is considered to

be microisotropic although not necessarily macroisotropic.

Physically, these assumptions amount to saying that the micro-

elements do not deform, but microrotational effects are still present

and surface and body couples are permitted. That is, the micro-

elements may be thought of as rigid rods which may undergo

rotations and translations. This situation prevails in many different

materials such as polymeric additives, solid rocket propellants,

animal blood, colloidal suspensions, liquid crystals, materials

with macromolecules and in fibrous and granular media. Mathe-

matically these conditions reduced the simple microfluid system of

19 equations to seven equations in seven unknowns. Two basic and

independent kinematic vector fields were also introduced: (1) the

classical vector field representing the translational velocity of the

fluid particles and (2) the vector field representing the angular (or

spin) velocity of the particles, namely the microgyration vector.
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Hence, the local rotational motion of the particles and the usual

rigid body motion of the entire volume element is taken into account

by the micropolar theory.

The thermodynamics of such fluids figured prominently in the

development of the theory of micropolar fluids [14]. Through the

conservation law of energy and the entropy inequality the generalized

Clausius-Duhern inequality was obtained and then used to find

restrictions governing the material coefficients. Further work [38]

treated the heat-flux vector as a constitutive response variable

rather than as being externally imposed on the material. Thus we

have at our disposal a theory which can represent fluids consisting

of rigid, randomly oriented microelements suspended in a viscous

medium. We now turn our attention to an examination of liquid

crystals in order to see that the micropolar theory can be suitably

adapted to describe the dynamical behavior of liquid crystals.

Z. Liquid Crystals

The transition of substances from the solid state to the

isotropic liquid state is familiar to all and the temperature at which

this transition takes place for a certain substance is an essential

piece of information for the material classification. However,

this transition is oftentimes preceded by other transitions and a

substance can go through several phases as it is heated from a
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crystalline solid to an isotropic liquid. In 1888 while looking for

the solid to isotropic transition temperature for some esters of

cholesterol, F. Reinitzer [47] noticed a new and peculiar melting

phenomenon. The crystals of cholestryl benzoate were melting

perfectly sharply at 145.50 C, but the melt itself was opaque. It

was not until the sample was heated to 178.5° C that the opacity

disappeared giving the true isotropic liquid. Shortly after this, in

1889, 0. Lehmann [33] reported similar properties with silver

iodide between the temperatures of 146° and 450° C. Although this

!plastic', behavior of silver iodide was later found to be of a different

class than the phenomenon observed by Reinitzer, Lehmann did

report in 1890 [34] that both aluminum ole ate and p-azoxyphenetole

passed through these turbid states when heated from the true

crystalline state to the isotropic liquid state.

Both Lehmann and Reinitzer continued their initial work in

observing and classifying the properties of these new states or

mesophases. The striking thing about these mesophases was that

while clearly fluid-like they also exhibited anisotropic properties

when viewed in thin section between crossed polaroids. The

characteristics were therefore partly those of the crystalline solid

and partly those of the liquid. Thus these substances came to be

known as liquid crystals, an apparent contradiction in terms, but

nonetheless, descriptive of the materials' behavior.
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During the next 30-40 years liquid crystals received extensive

study, most notably by Lehmann and Vorlander who found many

different liquid crystals and helped establish the fact that the meso-

phase is a true state of the material between the solid and isotropic

liquid states. In 1922 Friedel [22] published the results of his

detailed optical studies of liquid crystals and his classification of

liquid crystals into three main types according to symmetry

properties due mainly to molecular ordering. They were:

The smectic mesophase--A turbid viscous state, with certain

properties reminiscent of soaps. In fact, the term smectic

is derived from the Greek work smectos meaning soap-like.

The nematic mesophase--A turbid but mobile state. Once

again the word nematic is derived from the Greek word

nematos meaning thread-like. This term is used since this

mesophase when deposited on a glass surface frequently adopts

a characteristic ',threaded', texture clearly visible between

crossed polaroids.

The cholesteric mesophase--A turbid and mobile xnesophase,

exhibiting some unique optical characteristics such as bire-

fringence (double refraction) and circular dichroism. The

name derives from the fact that the majority of compounds

exhibiting these characteristics are derived from cholesterol

or other sterol systems.
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Liquid crystals are also classified according to how they are

formed [46] . Most mesophases are observed when a suitable com-

pound is heated to a temperature above that at which the crystal

lattice is unstable. This type is referred to as a the rmotropic

liquid crystal. Materials exhibiting thermotropic liquid crystal

phases are usually organic substances with molecular structures

typified by those of cholesteryl nonanoate and N-(p-methoxybenzyli-

dene)-pt-n-butylaniline (MBBA). Axial ratios of 4-8 and molecular

weights of 200-500 gm/mol are typical for thermotropic liquid

crystals.

It is not uncommon for a thermotropic liquid crystal to exhibit

more than one type of liquid crystal mesophase. For example, the

following transitions have been observed upon heating the appropriate

solid:

(1) smectic B smectic C smectic A

nematic isotropic

solid smectic A cholesteric isotropic

solid cholesteric isotropic

where the transitions in (ii) and (iii) have been observed in substances

having both cholesteric and smectic mesophases. Polymorphism

involving both nematic and cholesteric mesophases has not been

shown at present [46] . In addition, whether a substance is heated

or cooled has a direct bearing on the transitions the substance



undergoes as evidenced by the following transition diagram for

ethyl-p-(4 ethoxybenzylidine-amino)-a-methylcinnamate [24] :

12

heating 96° C
Isotropic Liquid 124° C Nematic Mesophase Crystal

Smectic Mesophase
cooling \ 76°

The other type of liquid crystal consists of rod-like entities

in a normally isotropic solvent with a sufficiently high solute con-

centration. These anisotropic solution mesophases are called

lyotropic liquid crystals. Compared to the lengths of the rod-like

elements of the rmotropic liquid crystals the lengths of the rod-like

entities of lyotropic liquid crystals are quite large although axial

ratios seldom go higher than 15. Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA),

certain viruses (e. g. tobacco mosaic virus (TMV)), and many

synthetic peptides all form lyotropic mesophases when dissolved

in an appropriate solvent (usually water) in suitable concentration.

These liquid crystals are rather unstable with respect to temper-

ature changes, a fact which essentially eliminates thermally

induced transitions. Transitions are usually produced by varying

the solvent concentration.

We return now to our discussion of the nematic, cholesteric,

and sm.ectic mesophases with particular attention to the molecular

order of the liquid crystal. The nematic liquid crystals may be

represented schematically by Figure la. We note that the rod-like
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Figure 1. Schematic representations of different types of liquid crystal orderings.

(d) Tilted smectic or (e) Double-layered smectics (f) Twisted smectics
smectic C
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molecules exhibit a long range orientational order in their overall

tendency to align parallel to each other,. The nematic phase in a

state of thermal equilibrium exhibits uniaxial symmetry. The

direction of the principal axis of orientation is arbitrary in space.

Some substances having the nematic me sophase are given in Figure

Za.

As is apparent from Figure lb the cholesteric and nematic

mesophases are similar on a local scale. However, on a larger

scale in the case of the cholesterics, the principle axis of orienta-

tion undergoes a rotation that follows a helix of he form

nx
= cos(qoz + 0)

= sin(qoz + 0) (1.2)

n =0
z

where both the direction of the helix axis z in space and the magnitude

of the phase angle 0 are arbitrary. Thus the cholesteric phase

structure exhibits a periodicity L =inI cl I where the sign of q
0 0

differentiates between right and left helices and its magnitude

determines the spatial period. When L is comparable to optical

wavelengths, the periodicity results in strong Bragg scattering and

if the wavelength of the scattered light happens to be in the visible

spectrum then the cholesteric phase will appear brightly colored.
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Figure 2. Liquid crystal compounds and their chemical structures.
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We note here that the nernatic liquid crystal can be considered

as a cholesteric liquid crystal with qo = 0 (infinite pitch) and,

indeed, the cholesteric liquid crystal is sometimes referred to as

a twisted-nematic. Some substances exhibiting the cholesteric

mesophase are given in Figure 2b.

There have been at least eight smectic phases tentatively

Identified, however, we shall concern ourselves with only three

of the better known phases: smectic A, smectic B, and smectic C.

There is still some uncertainty as to the molecular structure of the

other smectic phases. The smectic A mesophase consists of layers

of rod-like molecules with the molecules within each layer aligned

parallel to that layer s normal. The layers are individually fluid-

like since the interaction between the layers is slight compared to

interactions between molecules within the same layer. As illustrated

in Figure lc the layer thickness is essentially one molecular length.

At thermal equilibrium the smectic A phase is optically uniaxial

due to the infinite fold symmetry about an axis parallel to the

layer normal.

The smectic C ordering has a layer thickness significantly

less than the molecular length. This fact, based on x-ray scattering

data, has been interpreted to mean that there is a uniform tilting

of the molecular axes with respect to the layer normals. A tilt

angle of up to 45o has been observed an.d in some substances the
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tilt angle is temperature dependent. As in smectic A liquid crystals,

smectic C phases have individually fluid layers with diffusion

between layers possible, but less probable than that for the smectic

A phase.

The smectic B phase exhibits ordering within each layer as

well as the usual smectic layered structure and tilting of the

molecular axes within each layer. Thus we have a 3-dimensional

ordering, but the mechanical properties exhibited do not really

reflect this. It has been suggested that the ordering is similar

to that found in a plastic crystal rather than that found in a solid

crystal. A number of models have been suggested for smectic B

substances, namely that of a disordered-crystal and ordered-fluid

mesophase and that of a collection of 2-dimensional solid layers

coupled by very weak forces, thus allowing the layers to slip over

each other. For a detailed discussion of the smectic B phase the

reader is referred to [25].

As further evidence of its layered structure the smectic

mesophase adopts certain textures when subjected to appropriate

conditions. The most commonly observed is the focal-conic

texture and is usually obtained by cooling the isotropic liquid

although it may be obtained occasionally by heating a smectic

compound or by displacing a cover slip on a smectic compound.

When viewed through a microscope the focal-conic texture of the
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smectic gives the impression of a crystalline solid since it appears

as a collection of tiny crystals that seem to be immobile. However,

it is found that a displacement of the cover slip may be made quite

easily, once again suggesting that the structure is one of layers that

slip over one another.

With proper preparation the smectic liquid crystal takes the

form of a stepped drop. This occurs when a drop of smectic fluid

is stretched over a hole drilled in a glass surface in order to

minimize the effects of temperature and contact with a boundary

such as glass since either of these gives rise to the focal-conic

texture. The stepped drop is home otropic [24], that is, when viewed

through crossed polaroids almost the entire field of view is optically

extinct. The drop consists of a number of flat planes which are

exactly parallel to one another and to the plane of the supporting

surface in which the hole is drilled. Each plane terminates in a

sharp edge or step and only at the perimeter of these planes does a

small section of focal-conic texture disturb the homeotropy of the

drop. These stepped drops were first observed by Grandjean [23]

and hence are often called Grandjean terraces. Besides showing

the layered structure of the smectic mesophase the method of

obtaining the stepped drop shows that the layered ordering of the

smectic is inherent to the mesophase itself and not produced by

contact with the boundary.
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We have seen that liquid crystals combine molecular ordering

and fluidity in a single phase, a situation which allows them to

exhibit certain properties unique to liquid crystals. The anisotropy

in the molecular structure manifests itself in various macroscopic

responses such as brilliant color changes and anisotropic changes

in the dielectric constant. The responses may be brought about by

external changes in temperature, pressure, chemical environment

and electromagnetic field. Hence, liquid crystals have been

employed as temperature sensors, crack detectors, vapor detectors,

in display devices, and in medical diagnostic devices. Brown and

Shaw [3] have done extensive research on the use of smectic liquid

crystals in non-destructive testing and the use of smectics

computer memory banks has also been investigated [28].

Liquid crystals are also in evidence in biological systems,

most notably in the human body itself [1]. Nematics in the form of

microfilaments just beneath the plasma membrane of mammalian

cells such as fibroblasts and microphages, and microtubules formed

from globular elements which aggregate in spiral filament form to

generate hollow tubes have been found. Cholesteric liquid crystals

have been found in solutions of synthetic polypeptides. Smectic

liquid crystal structure is found in nerve myelin and the plasma

membrane formed mainly from the lipid-bilayer may be thought of

as a two layer smectic liquid crystal. This lipid-bilayer is
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important in the study of cancer since the cancer cells must

migrate through this layer to attach themselves to clusters of lectin

molecules which are restricted to move only in the plane of the

membrane.

3. Continuum Theories and Liquid Crystals

The continuum approach to the study of liquid crystals can be

traced back to Oseen [41], Zocher [51] , and Frank [21] who

developed the static theory. An attempt at a dynamical theory was

made by Anzelius [2]. Recent attempts using the continuum approach

while making provisions for the molecular structure of the liquid

crystal include the anisotropic theory of Ericksen [8, 9] involving

a director vector associated with each particle, denoting its pre-

ferred direction inherent in the liquid crystal, thus allowing for

additional degrees of freedom of the ordered molecules. Leslie

[35, 36], using what is basically an extension of the nonlinear theory

of Ericksen has considered some thermal effects in cholesteric

liquid crystals. Davison [5] and Davison and Amos [6] have used

a linear theory based on Ericksents nonlinear theory to discuss

heat-conduction in nematic liquid crystals. The equations of

Davison become complicated and very difficult to solve since the

introduction of a temperature field affects the orientation field by
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introducing an intrinsic body moment on the director coupled with

moments already prescribed on the director due to boundaries.

The micropolar theory of Eringen has enjoyed great success

in its application to liquid crystals. We have seen that liquid

crystals are fluids containing more or less elongated molecules

which may be thought of as having a definite orientation and they may

undergo rigid rotations about their long and transverse axes. The

rnicropolar theory of Eringen describes just such a substance,

that is, the micro-elements of the micropolar theory correspond to

the molecules of the liquid crystal. Thus the micropolar theory

contains the mechanism to describe both the orientation and the

intrinsic body moment associated with the molecules of the liquid

crystal. In order to be clear about what is meant by the orientation

of a sample of liquid crystal we use the following definitions put

iorth by Eringen and Lee [30].

Definition 1. Axis of Orientation: The axis of orientation is

an imaginary line such that the statistical average of sin Q (the sine

of the angle between this line and the orientation of each elongated

molecule) taken over the whole sample is zero,i.e.

<sin A> = 0 . (4.1)



Definition 2. Degree of Order. It is a measure of the extent

of ordering and is defined as the statistical average of (3 cos2 0 - 1)12

which gives the average deviation of orientation of the molecular

e.

1
S = <3 cos 8 - 1> .

2

For a nematic liquid crystal S ranges from . 3 to .8 (depending on

temperature), S = 0 for a random arrangement, and S = 1 for a

solid.

Eringen and Lee [20,29, 32] have put forth theories for non-

heat conducting nematic, smectic, and cholesteric liquid crystals.

The starting point for these theories is Eringents micropolar

v-iscoelasticity theory [17]. Extensive use of the particular liquid

crystal's symmetry properties and of thermodynamics result in a

simplified constitutively linear theory that bears relevance to the

actual physical situation. Eringen and Lee then investigated

boundary and shear effects on the orientation field as well as wave

propagation and magnetic field effects [31]. Their predicted results

are in close agreement with experimental observations.

Narasimhan and Eringen [38] then ex-tended the range of

application to heat-conducting nematic liquid crystals in order to

determine the effect of the temperature field on the orientation.

Use of the Clausius-Duhem inequality and full material symmetry

22

(4.2)
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conditions produced restrictions on the material moduli. They

then used this theory to study orientation effects in heat-conducting

nematic liquid crystals [39] and found their predictions to be in

excellent agreement with experimental observations. In addition,

they were able to determine certain material coefficients of the

theory; this further facilitates the use of the theory by experimental

worke r s.

In contrast with the extensive theoretical and experimental

work on nematic and cholesteric liquid crystals we have a relative

paucity of work on smectic liquid crystals. The study of smectics

has been restricted on two counts. First of all it has proven difficult

to obtain an adequate continuum theory for their rheological

description and secondly the experimental work done is relatively

scarce. Among the experimental work we have that of Southam and

Puddin.gton [48] , Powell and Puddington [45], Vorlander [so],

Ostwald [42] , and Porter and Johnson [44] .

The best effort at providing a continuum theory for smectic

liquid crystals to date is the work of Eringen and Lee [32]. They

have considered smectic A liquid crystals and developed the

concept of the reference state for smectic liquid crystals and

treated problems of bending, torsion, and wave-propagation.

Narasimhan [37] has extended this theory to include heat-conducting

smectic liquid crystals. It is from this point that we take up our
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study of heat-conducting smectic liquid crystals.

Our first step in this thesis will be to continue the development

of the theory of heat-conducting smectic liquid crystals. We use

the full material symmetry properties of the liquid crystal, as well

as thermodynamics to obtain restrictions on both the elastic and

dissipative material moduli. Application of the symmetry properties

considerably reduce the number of nonvanishing material moduli

making the theory even more amenable to practical applications.

The thermodynamic restrictions on the nonvanishing material

coefficients will serve as a guide to the experimentalist for deter-

mining the range of applicability of the theory.

In Chapter III we continue our study of heat-conducting

sm.ectic liquid crystals by examining in detail the flow of these

liquid crystals between two concentric rotating circular cylinders.

Besides obtaining explicit analytical expressions for the velocity,

microgyration, heat-flux, and orientation fields we develop an

expression for the apparent coefficient of viscosity. We then turn

to a comparison of our theoretical predictions with available

experimental results reaching gratifying agreement. In addition

to building confidence in our theory the comparison leads to the

actual determination of some of the material coefficients in our

theory.
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Encouraged by the success of applying micropolar visco-

elasticity theory to media such as liquid crystals we turn to the

development of a theory of viscoelasticity- that allows the micro-

element to undergo deformations as well as rigid rotations. In

Chapter IV we construct the theory of micropolar elasticity with

stretch obtaining the appropriate constitutive equations and field

equations for the theory. In addition we use the principle of non-

negative internal energy to obtain thermodynamic restrictions on

the new material moduli.. Further work involving the construction

of a theory of micropolar viscoelasticity with stretch and its

application to the study of wave propagation in such media is

indicated.

In the sequel, a symbol such as (IL 2.5) refers to formula 5

in section 2 of Chapter II and (2.5) refers to formula 5 in section 2

of the current chapter.



II. THERMOMICROPOLAR THEORY OF HEAT-
CONDUCTING SMEC TIC LIQUID CRYSTALS

1. Preliminary Remarks

In this chapter we continue the development of a continuum

theory of heat-conducting smectic liquid crystals. Eringen and Lee

[32] have developed a continuum theory of smectic liquid crystals

using micropolar theory. In their work they have introduced the

important concept of the reference state for smectic liquid crystals.

That is, they have found that [32] , ifSmectic liquid crystals are

materials which assume any state that leaves density, axis of

orientation, and layered structure unchanged as reference state,

in which both stress tensor and moment stress vanish. Moreover,

even in the dynamic case, as long as density, axis of orientation,

and layered structure remain unchanged, one can take the

instantaneous state to be the reference state. II Narasirnhan [S7]

has introduced the temperature gradient as an additional argument

in the constitutive equations proposed by Eringen and Lee and has

constructed a constitutively linear theory.

In the present work these constitutive equations are subjected

to the invariance requirements of the principle of spatial objectivity

and full material symmetry of smectic liquid crystals. This

results in a simplified set of constitutive equations. Next we obtain
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thermodynamic restrictions on both the dissipative and nondissipative

material moduli. These thermodynamic restrictions, together with

the restrictions due to symmetry considerations, further reduce

the number of material coefficients, thus simplifying the constitutively

linear theory and enhancing its usefulness for practical applications.

2. Balance Laws and Kinematics

The basic laws of motion of a micropolar continuum are [14] :

Conservation of Mass:

P Pvk,k = (2.1)

Conservation of Microinertia:

ikl = IKLX 1L
(2.2)

Balance of Linear Momentum:

kl, k + pfi = pvi (2.3)

Balance of Moment of Momentum:

t E t + pirs, r spq pq s = p [(i 5
Dt pp sr - i )v I ;rs r (2.4)

Conservation of Energy:

PC° = tid (v1, k klrnvm) mk1v1, k qk, k h (2.5)



Entropy Inequality:

- (qk/T), k ph/T 0 . (2.6)

In equations (2.1) to (2.6) we have p = mass density, vk =

velocity, ikl = ilk = microinertia tensor in deformed state,

tkl = stress tensor, fk = body force, mki = couple stress, lk =

body couple, vk = gyration velocity, E = internal energy density, qk

heat flux, h = heat source, 1 = entropy density, T = absolute

temperature, E klm = permutation tensor, Ski = Krone cke r delta,

and
XkK

represents the microrotation with the constraints

-1
(XkK) = (XkK)

We shall employ a rectangular Cartesian coordinate system

and assume the summation convention over repeated indices. Indices

following a comma represent partial differentiation and a superposed

dot represents material differentiation, e. g.

_ af
vk, 1 avkiaxi. ' xk, K axkiaXK- +ct k k

where the xk denote the spatial position of a material point XK at

time t, both being referred to a rectangular frame of reference.

The kinematic tensors of deformation and their rates are

given by [14]

28
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1 x
vk Eklm klK Xm.K C

KL
= Xk, K k L

rKL =- EKMN xkM, LXkN
, = (v1, k-vm xk, KX11,2 KL

= Vkl i, L XkK.
(2.8)

3. Constitutive Equations

Eringen and Lee [32] derive the constitutive equations for

micropolar viscoelastic smectic liquid crystals to which we shall

introduce the variable T, the temperature gradient, since we are con-

sidering heat-conducting smectic liquid crystals. The constitutive

equations become:

tji= P(ciu, c'f(L' rim rKL T, T,K )
'

1 = 1 (CKL' CKL' riaz FKL' T' T'K)

t =2 T (C C. T, T,K) k,K x1Lkl p 0 KL KL' KL r' KL' KL'

m = 2-- M (C r T, T, x,kl po KL KL' KL' KL' K K k' , L A IL

= Q

po
K (CKL, C(L' rKL rKL' T, T, K) xk, K

29

(3. 1 )

where 4, = C. -T1 free energy density and qk = heat flux vector.
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We now eliminate h between (2.5) and (2.6) in order to obtain

a generalized form of the Clausius-Duhem inequality:
-1

- p (4) + + tkl (v1, k klmvm)
+

mkl v1, k T qk kE

Using (3.1) in (3.2) we obtain

-p +1)T+ T. + +
o aT aT,

K
K ac KL ar KL

KL KL

KL
rKL] +TKL

+ MKL rKL +T 1Q T, > 0. (3.3)-
ar K K

This inequality is postulated to be valid for all independent

variations of T, T, T, C. is and KL.K' K' KL' KL
rSince

(3.3) is linear in T, T.,K, C KL, and rKL it cannot be maintained

for all values of these quantities unless their coefficients vanish.

Thus, we obtain

, = (cKL, rKL T) (3.4)

and (3.3) may be rewritten as

d TKL aKL d
+ MKL KL + T-1QK K

T, > 0 (3.5)

where

dTKL
=T T =T -p

KL e KL KL 0 aCKL

m =m - M =M -pd KL KL e KL KL 0 arKL

> 0. (3.2)

(3.6)

(3.7)



We note that if dTKL dMKL , and QK are continuous functions of
'

rKL' K'and T, then from (3. 5) it follows that
'

*CKL =KL = T' K
= 0 implies dTKL = d MKL K

=Q =O.( 3. 8)

Thus we have proved:

Theorem: The general form of constitutive equations (3. 1), of

smectic liquid crystals is thermodynamically admissible if and only

if (3.4) to (3.7) are satisfied.

4. Constitutively Linear Theory

In this section our main objective is to construct suitable

constitutive equations for the smectic substance. To this end we

employ two of the most important principles of constitutive

theory, namely, the principle of objectivity and the principle of

material symmetry [15] (since the smectic compounds that we are

interested in possess uniaxial symmetry as well as a center of in-

version and other possible symmetries). As a result, we find that

our constitutive relations, when subjected to these principles undergo

considerable simplification.

In order to obtain a set of linear constitutive equations, we

expand 4, as follows:
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1
p = +KL (CKL-KL) + BKL rKL+2AKLMN {(CKL - 5KL)

1(CmN - 15mN)1+ .z13.K.LmN rKLf+ CKLMN

(C 5 ) r }
KL KL MN

where E0, AKL' BKL AKLMN
and

CKLMN
are material moduli

which are functions of temperature only The elastic parts of TKL

and MKL
are then obtained as

a( Po4')
e KL aCKLT - AKL AKLMN (CMN 5MN) CKLMN rMN

(4.2)
a (pi)

emKL
-

arKL = BKL + BKLMN 1-MN CMNKL (CMN - 5MN)

Linear expressions for ,TKL dMKL and Q can now be written
' ' 1c

in terms of their arguments CKL a , I'KL and T, as

follows:

T = a
p0

d KL KLMNMN +
aKLMN

M =b
p0

d KL KLMNrMN PKLMN CMN KLMN GMN

QKL = D
0

KLMN MN + d
KLMN

r
MN

+ 5 KLMN GMN

32
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(4.3)



where the material moduli a, b, D, a, p, d, y and 5 are functions
es."

of temperature only and where

1 -1G=KL
T E

2 KLM T' M,

(4. 4)

QKL KLM Q/vI

In equation (4.3)i the absence cf the temperature gradient

term is due to the theorem proved by Eringen [11] which states that

an even order objective tensor can only be an even tensor function

of odd order tensors. Hence the linear terniVT, which is an odd

order tensor does not appear in the expression for the second order

tensor T. We also note that in the natural state, i.e. when

xkK = 8kK = X, the stress and the couple stress tensors must
,

vanish. However, the hydrostatic pressure in a viscoelastic medium
1is given by the mean pressure, p = Tii

Material Symmetry

A smectic liquid crystal possesses uniaxial symmetry about

its axis of orientation and a center of inversion (for simplicity we

only consider those substances with center of inversion). With this

in mind we examine the results of performing rigid rotations and

inversion on equations (4.2) to (4.4) and requiring that these

equations remain invariant under these rotations about the smectic
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liquid crystals axis of orientation and after inversions through

its center of inversion. The orthogonal group which characterizes

this symmetry has the following forms [29].

where 0 is the orientation, which is given by the angle made by the

molecular axis of orientation with the axis of orientation of the

liquid crystal. The principle of material invariance [15] states

that under the group of transformations of the material frame of

reference XK,

XK
= SKL XL

(4.6)

--'quations (4.2) to (4.4) should remain invariant. Hence, we have

the following restrictions on the material moduli:

CKLMN
= 0 = aKLMN PKLMN = DKLMN (4.7)

The non-vanishing components of AKLMN (BKLMN) are
(4. 8)

A1111 = A2222' A1122 = A2211' A1133 = A2233 = A3311 = A3322'

A3333' A1313=A2323' A3131 =A3232 A1331 =A3113 =A2332
=

A3223' A1212=A2121' Al221 =A2112=A1111 -A1122-Al212

34

(SKL) =

eo.

cos 0

sin 0

o

-sin 0

cos 0

o

0

0

1

;

.-

+ 1_

0

o

o

+ 1_

o

-
o

o

+ 1_

(4.5)



(iii) The non-vanishing components of aKLMN (bKLMN dKLMN'

6KLMN) are

Using equations (4.7) to (4.9) and making use of the fact that

the displacements and microrotations involved are assumed small,

we obtain the linear constitutive equations for heat-conducting

smectic liquid crystals with center of inversion.

t =A - E E V ) p

kl klmn (u 0n, mnp p) + a (vklmn n, m mnp p

1.11-k1 = Blkmn 0m, n + blkmn vm, n Nlkmn gmn'

1

qb (dlkmn n + 61krnn gmn' E lkb'

where uk and 0k are, respectively, components of displacement and

rnicrorotation,

1 -1
g - T ET,

35

(4.10)

(4.11)

a1111 a2222, a1122=a2211' a1133-- a2233' a3311=a3322'

=a2323' a3131 = a (4.9)
a3333' a1313' a1331=a2332'3 3 2

a3113 a3223, a1212 a2121, a1221=a2112=a1111-a1122-a1212.

and

Aid= = AKLMN5kK81L ornM 8nN (4.12)



Similar relations hold for aklmn, Blkrnn' b , etc.lkmn

We have already noted that the reference state of srnectic

liquid crystals is any state that leaves density, axis of orientation,

and layered structure unchanged. For heat-conducting smectic

liquid crystals we need only add that the reference state can be taken

as any state in which the temperature field remains unchanged,

besides the other field properties mentioned above.

5. Thermodynamic Restrictions

In this section we formulate the thermodynamic restrictions

governing the material coefficients both in the reversible and

irreversible parts of the constitutive equations.

To obtain the thermodynamic restrictions for the material

coefficients present in the reversible parts of the stress and

couple stress we substitute the appropriate terms from the right-

hand sides of equations (4.10), and (4.10)2, namely

etkl = Aklmn (un, m Emnp Op)
(5.1)

and

m =B
0lkmne kl m, n

into the energy equation (2.5) with qk, k = 0 and h = 0. Thus we

obtain for the non-dissipative part of the energy production

36

(5.2)



where (5.7) and (5.9) follow from the skew-symmetry of (5.6)

and (5.8), respectively. We require for a non-dissipative medium

that equation (5.3) be integrable, so we have, upon integration

of (5.3),

fe + E (r -0 )) (e + E ( rq - 0q))klmn \ mn mnp p p kl- P E

1

+Blkmn 0m, n 01,k

37

E Op ) (v1, k -p = A
e klmn (un, m c kir vr) + Bikmn 0m, nl,k

= Aklmn(emn+ E mnp(rp-Øp))(cikl+ E kl r ((nr-vri-

(5.10)

where

+Blkmn 0m, n 1,k (5.3)

1

ekl =

i
-2- k, 1 + ul, k' (5.4)

1

ekl = dkl 17^ 2 (vk, 1 + vl, ld'
(5.5)

1

rkl =

i

2 k, 1 - ul,k)' (5.6)

= 1 (5.7)rk um,2 klm l'

1

rkl kl 1.2 (vk,1 vi k)

rk
1

E Vk - 2 klrn m, (5-9)



where E is the energy density function for a given reference con-
0

figuration. We note that without loss of generality, we may take

E = 0 in view of e0 being referred to a fixed (but arbitrary)
0

reference configuration, and thus (5.10) becomes

f 1 A rekq14. E (rq - øq))))
P -Zk1 (emn+ (r

-øwp/A.

1+-
Blkmn m, n 01,k

We require that pE. be nonnegative for all possible variations of

the independent variables e , r - 0 , and 0. Thus if we takeinn p p m, n

r - 0 = 0 and 0m, n = 0 we are led to the following restrictions
P P

on the nonvanishing components of Aklmn.

A11110, A1111 > 1A11221' A3333>0, A
1111

+A3333

(5.12)
A11331,A1313 +A3131 > -2A1331' Al212 +Al221 -->-13.

Further restrictions on the Aklmn are obtained by letting ekl = 0

and 0 = 0 and letting
e23

0,
e13

0, r1 - 01 y 0, r2 -
/2

0,m, n

all other eki, r3 - 03, and 0m,n vanish. Then

A A1313 0. (5.13)1313 + A31312A1331 Al212 - ..Al221

We note here that the first two inequalities in (5.13) and the last two

in (5.12) combine to yield

38
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>(B )2, B (B
3131 1313 1331 3333 1111+ B1122) . (131133)2

The results in (5.15) were obtained by investigating the conditions

under which the following quadratic form would be nonnegative.

> 0, j = 1,2, , 9 , (5.16)

39

(5.15)

7r, - 7r = 7r - = B 7 - 7r. =-44 2 1212' -24 - -42 2 1221 ' r-33 - -66 2 1313'

(5.17)

= == = = = 1 1

737 773 71-68 71-86 2B1331' 777 7§8
2B3131,

799 2 3333'

All other ,rij vanish.

where

= 01,1,

=

= 01,2,

=

=

=

01,3, 4 =

=

5 02,2

6 2, 3' 7 3, l' '8 3, 2 '9 3,3

7711
= 7r =

55
1

2 1111' 7r15
= = B1122,

71.51 1122' 19
=.7r

91

1
7r= =F = -B
597 95 2 1133

A1313
+

A3131 13311 Al212> IA
1221I (5.14)

Finally, if we set eki = 0 and ri Oi = 0 we obtain the following

set of restrictions for the Blkrnn

B1111>0, B1212>0, B >0 B >B B >B1111 1212 1313 1212 1221' 1111 1122,



The relations (5.12) to (5.15) represent the thermodynamic

restrictions on the nondissipative material moduli of heat-

conducting smectic liquid crystals.

The Aklmn and Bklmn appearing in (5. 12) to (5. 15) are

given by equations of the type (4.12). They depend on the choice

of spatial coordinates xk
with respect to the material coordinates

XK
in the natural state and hence are not material coefficients,

whereas AKLMN BKLMN
are indeed the material coefficients.

Thus for the relations (5.12) to (5.15) to represent the thermo-

dynamic restrictions on the nondissipative material moduli we

would have to choose the xk
coincident with the XK for all

k, K = 1, 2, 3 and thus Aklmn' Bklmn become the actual material

coefficients.

We now turn our attention to obtaining restrictions on the

dissipative material moduli. To this end we substitute equations

(4. 3) into the inequality (3. 5) and use the restrictions on the

material moduli due to symmetry properties of the smectic com-

pound to obtain the following inequality:

aKLMN .eMN eKL bKLMN r.MNKL +
2vKLMN GMN riKL

>+KLMN G G 0.MN KL

40

(5.18)



where we have defined

1

vKLMN 2 KLMN+ dMNKL)

This inequality must be satisfied for all possible processes

involving and G. In particular, for G = 0 we have

(5.19)
aKL aMN aKLMN + bKL MN KLMN> o.

Since C and are independent variables, we can reduce separately

each term on the left-hand side of (5.1 9) into a canonical form.

Since

and

C a = L aKL MN KLMN 2 KL MN KLMN+MN CKL aMNKL

1
C [a MNCMN 2 KLMN

+
aMNKL

we let
1 ,

LasKLMN = KLMN + aMNKL] = SMNKL

41

(5.20)

(5. 1)

and set

C11 = .C12 = C13 = °C21 = C22 = C23 =

C31 = 32 = .a33 =



7 S = = S = 7r = S
11 1111 55 42 1212 44 ' 33 1313 766 ,

7 S
37

= 1313 = 68p 791 = S3311 795

77i9 S1133 = 7 5915 = S1133 = 7 51
= S24 1221 - 742

773 = = 7 86 7177 = s3131 = 77- 88

Thus when r = 0, we can write equation (5.19) as

> 0 with = .
KL MN

a
KLMN = 771j

799 = S3333

We now seek the necessary and sufficient conditions for the

quadratic form (5.23) to be positive definite. This is accomplished

by examining the determinant of the matrix (7.) and requiring that

the determinants L\i, A9, where = det (70, i, j = 1, .
1 j

be positive. Adjoining to these conditions the necessary and

sufficient conditions required to satisfy 7T: = 0 for all we
ij 1 j

have

> 0 a > 0 a > 0 a > a a > a
a1111

,
1212 1313 1212 1221' 1111 1122

1
> (a + a 3)2, and a (a + a ) >

a3131a1313 4 1331 311 3333 1111 1122

1 12
'a1133 a3311'
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(5. 22)

(5.23)

(5.24)



Next by taking .CKL, = 0 in (5.19) we can obtain similar results for

the coefficients
bKLMN

by an identical process. So we have

b >0b >0 >0 b >b , b >b1111 1212 ' b1313 1212 1221 1111 1122'

1

b3131 a > + b )2, and b3333 (b1111+ b1122) >1313 4 1331 3113

,,
7 '1133 + b3311/

Now consider .CKL = 0 in (5.18); then we haver bv +G G 6 >0.MN KL KLMN + 2GMNKL KLMN MNKLKLMN
(5.26)

We wish to write this as a quadratic inequality of the form

A.. I". p..>0 , i,j, = 1,2, ... 18; A =
13 1 J ij

To this end we make the following identifications:

.p.1 =
'12

=
12 p.3= r13

4 = rz 'p.5 =r22 116 = r23 '

43

(5.25)

(5. 27)

p.7 = r31 , p,8 = 1-32 , p.9 = 1-33

(5.28)

P'10 = G11 G
I- 11

=
12 .

a
12

=
1

= G21 1114 = G22 1115 = G23

1116 = G31 1117 = G32 1118 = G33



= 1 (b b ) =
MNKL

t
tKLMN 2 KL MN MNKL

1

uKLMN - -2- 'KLMN 5MNKL) = uMNKL

All = A55 = t1111 A15 = A51 = t1122 Al9=A91 =A59 =A95 =t1133

A1,10=A10,1=A5,14=A14, 5 =v1111

Al, 14 = A14,1 = A10, 5 = A5, 10 1122

Al, 18 = A18,1 = A18, 5 = A5, 18
=

V1133

A22 = A44 = t1212 A24 = A42 = t1221'A= A =v
2,11 = All, 2 = A13, 4 4,13 1212

13
= A132 = A4,

11 = All, 4= V1221

A33 = A66 = t1313' A3, 12 = A12, 3 = A6,15 = A15, 6
=

V1313

16 =
A163 = A6, 17 = A176 = v1331 ' A68 = A86 = A37 = A73 = t1331'

A77 = A88 = t3131 A7, 12 = Al2 = A,7 8, 15
= A158 =

V3113

A7, 16 = A16, 7 = A8, 17 = A17, 8
=

V3131
(5. 30)

A99 = t3333 A9, 10 = A10 = A,9 = A9,14 14 =,9 3311

A9, 18 = A18, 9 = v3333' A10, 10 = A14, 14 = u1111
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(5.29)



A10,18 = A18,10 = A14,18 = A18, 14
=

U1133

A11,11 A13,13 = U1212 A11,13 = A13,11 =
U1221

Al2,12 = A15,15 = u1313' Al2,16 = A16,12 = A15,17 = u1331'

A16,16 = A17,17 = U3131 A18,18 = U3333

and all other A.. = 0.

By using equations (5.28)to (5.30) we can obtain the appropriate

canonical form (5.27) for the inequality in (5.26). We then employ

the exchange step method [40] in order to obtain the necessary and

sufficient conditions for (5.27) to be positive definite and adjoin these

to the necessary and sufficient conditions for

A..= 0 , j = 1, ...,18 (5.31)
13 1 3

and obtain finally the following restrictions on the material moduli:

2
(5 1212 b1212 - v1212) (b1212 b221) > (v

1221 b1212 - b1221v1212)2,

2 b >
(51313 1)131 3 - v1313) [4b - (b + b )2]

1313 3131 1331 3113

1/2
[2v1313 b1313 - v1313 (1)1331+ b3113"

[S( - s
1) S(1 ) S(1 ) )2] [S(1) S(1) - (S(1) )2] >

16,16 7,7 ( 7,16 12,12 7,7 7,12
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(5.32)



rs(1) s(1) s(1) s(1) 12 s(2) s(2)
> (S(2) )2I 12,16 77 7,12 7,16 ' 13,13 11,11 - 11,13

S(3) S(3) > (S(3) )2 , { [S(3) (3) (3) 2
10,10 9, 9 - 10 14 14 S9, 9

- (s9,14 )

x [S(3) S(3) - (S(3) )2n> [S(3) (3) (3) (3) 2

10,10 9,9 9,10 10,14 S9, 9 9,10 S9,14]

rs(4) s(4) (s(4) )21 [s(4) s(4) is(4)
'
12]

L 17,17 8, 8 8,17 -I 15,15 8,8 8,15 -

[s(4) s(4) s(4) s(4) { rs(5) s(5) is(5) )21

15,17 8,8 8,15 8,17 18,18 10,10 10,18

X [S(5) S(5) (S(5) )2]} [S(5) S(5) - S(5) S(5) f
14,14 10,10 10,14 - 14, 18 10,10 10, 14 10, 18

where

(1)
Sp, q = Apq A3,3 - A3, p A3, q

for p, q = 7, 12, 16;

= M(Ap, q A2, 2 - A2, p A2, q) - (A A A A )

13, cl 4, p 2, 2 2, 4 2, p

x (A4, q A22 - A2, 4 A2, q) for p, q = 11, 13

= N(Ap, q A11 - Al , p Al, q) (As, p Al, 1
- A Al, s l ,p)1D, q

x (As, q A1,1 - Al, 5 Al, q) for p, q = 9, 10, 14, 18;

(4)
Sp, q = Ap,q A6,6 A6, p A6, q

for p, q = 8, 15, 17; (5.33)

() (3) (3) (3) 2 2SO) = [S3 S - S S i/N
A11

for p, q = 10, 14, 18;
13, cl p, q 9,9 9,p p,cf

2 2 2M = b1212 b1221 and
N = b1111 - b1122

46
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Thus we have proved the following theorem:

Theorem. The constitutive equations (4.10) are thermo-

dynamically admissible if and only if the restrictions (5.12) to (5.15)

and (5.24) to (5.33) hold for the elastic and dissipative material

moduli, respectively.

We note here that the thermodynamic restrictions for the

dissipative material coefficients are similar to those obtained for

heat-conducting nematic liquid crystals [38]. This is physically

reasonable since both the smectics and nematics are made up of

rod-like or cigar-shaped molecules with an overall parallel

alignment. This similarity manifests itself in the expression for

the dissipative stress, dissipative couple stress, and the tempera-

ture gradient bivector; all of which appear in the Clausius-Duhem

inequality from which the thermodynamic restrictions on dissipative

material moduli are obtained.

The difference between the nematics and smectics, that is

the layered structure which is present in smectics but not in

nematics, is featured in the elastic parts of the stress and couple

stress. Here we have determined the thermodynamic restrictions

on these material moduli characterizing the elastic properties of

the smectics.

In the next chapter we shall examine the flow of smectic liquid

crystals between two concentric rotating cylinders to determine the
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shear-rate dependence of viscosity and the effects of heat-conduction

as well as those due to boundaries on the orientation field. We

shall also see that the thermodynamic restrictions obtained in this

chapter are necessary to determine the solution of the viscometric

flow problem in Chapter III.



III. ORIENTATIONAL EFFECTS IN HEAT-CONDUCTING
SMECTIC LIQUID CRYSTALS

1. Preliminary Remarks

As noted in Chapter I there is a relative scarcity of work,

both theoretical and experimental, concerning the rheological

behavior of smectic liquid crystals. In this chapter we employ the

theory developed in Chapter II to investigate a viscometric flow of

heat-conducting smectic liquid crystals. Besides the contribution

to the theoretical knowledge concerning the behavior of smectic

liquid crystals which we make here, we are also providing a

stimulus for further experimental work in order to verify our

theoretical predictions arising from the solution of the problem

and subsequent comparison with the admittedly scant experimental

data.

Thus we consider the flow of heat-conducting smectic liquid

crystals between two rotating coaxial circular cylinders. We

obtain analytical expressions for the velocity, microgyration,

orientation, and heat-conduction vector fields. In addition we

derive an expression for the apparent coefficient of viscosity and

show that it depends on the shear-rate. Comparison with experi-

mental data is undertaken in order to confirm our theory and to
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Moment of Momentum

m. + e. t + p (1, - g.) = 0ji, j ikl kl 1

Conservation of Energy

p = t. (v e v )kl 1, k ldm m + rn_
kl vl, k k ph

50

identify and evaluate certain material coefficients of the theory so

that the experimentalist can employ the theory with confidence.

2. Basic Equations

The equations of motion of a general micropolar continuum

[14] and constitutive equations for heat-conducting smectic liquid

crystals (II. 4.10) reduce in the linear incompressible case to the

following:

Equation of Continuity

vk, k 0 (2.1)

Microinertia

v i , (2.2)
at +

11d, m vm +e lynr vr ikm + elanr r ml

Linear Momentum

pt..+ (f. - = 0 , (2.3)
31,3

(2. 4)

(2.5)



Stress Constitutive Equation
( . 6 )

tkl = Aklmn (u -e- emnp Op) + aklmn (v -em - emnPv1)),

Couple Stress Equation

M k 1 Blkmn 0m, n + blkmn vm, n + -Yklmn gmn '

Heat-.Flux Vector

g ,
qb = (dlkmn vm, n +lkmn mn 2 e lkb

where t.., m.., and qb
are respectively,the stress tensor, the

13 13

m the body force,

v. is the velocity vector, un is the displacement vector, E is the

internal energy density per unit mass, h is the heat supply per

-mit mass, 1. is the body couple, p is the mass density, Om is the

angular microrotation vector, vr = *Or is the microgyration vector

and gmn given by

1 -1
g ening T,qmn 2

is the temperature gradient bivector, T is the temperature, eninq

is the alternating 'tensor and the spin-inertia is given by

51

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2. 9)

0-i= (i
5.i

- i1..) v. - ek ikm v
vjmnj 3 ij m 3 (2.10)
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in which i = ilk is the microinertia tensor satisfying (2.2) and

8.. is the Kronecker delta. The generalized Clausius-Duhern

inequality has been derived and used in Chapter II of this thesis to

obtain the thermodynamic restrictions governing the constitutive

equations.

Throughout this chapter we employ spatial and material

rectangular coordinate systems xi (i = 1, 2, 3) and XI (I = 1, 2, 3).

The coefficients aklmn
in the spatial system are related to the cor-

responding aKLMN
in the material coordinate system by the relation

aklrrin
= aKLMNkK1L 8mMnN (2.11)

and are functions of temperature only, 6kK
being the direction

cosines between the spatial and material coordinates. Similar
F

statements as (2.12) hold for the coefficients A. bKlmn klmn' Bklrrm'

and 5 klmn . The rmodynamic and material symmetry
klmn dklmn

restrictions on these material moduli have been derived previously

in Chapter II. The motion of a material point XK is given by

xk = xk (XK, t) and XkK denotes the micromotion.

3. Formulation of the Problem

We consider a steady Couette flow of heat-conducting smectic

liquid crystals between two long concentric circular cylinders of
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radii r1
and r2 (r< r2) which are rotating with constant angular

velocities 01
and

S22
respectively. We choose cylindrical polar

coordinates (r, 9, z) such that the z-axis coincides with the long

axis of the cylinders. Let (x, y, z) and (X, Y, Z) represent the

spatial and material coordinates. We assume that the material and

spatial frames are coincident and hence in view of (2. 1) the

coefficients aklnan'
etc. , become the actual material coefficients.

In addition the material frame is chosen in such a way that the

X-axis coincides with the axis of orientation of the liquid crystal.

The velocity field and the microgyration velocity field are given by

vr= 0 , v0
= r w (r, 9) , vz = 0 ; (3.1)

vr = 0 , ve = 0 v = v(r,O) . (3.2)

In the velocity field, the z-dependence may be excluded due to

infinite channel length and noting that the equation of continuity

in cylindrical coordinates has the form

avr ave vr 0ar rae

which reduces to 0 = 8w/a9 by use of (3.1), Thus we have w as a

function of r only. The temperature field is T = T(r) and we allow

arbitrary spatial dependence for the microgyration velocity v to

depend on both r and 9 .



is an axial vector normal to the plane of motion (i.e. normal to

We shall now substitute (3.4), (3. 6), (3, 7), and (3.8) into

equations (2.6) - (2.8) and make use of the material symmetry

conditions (II. 4.8) to (II. 4.9) on the Akirnn, B akirnn, kirnn,

in order to obtain the followingbklmn' Vklmn.' dklrrm' and 5k1Inn'

results:

the re-plane). Finally,the displacement field u is given by

ur = 0 , ue = u(r,e) , uz =0 . (3.5)

In cartesian coordinates (3.1), (3.2), and (3.5) become

vx = rw(r)sin 8 , v = rw(r) cos 8 vz = 0 (3.6)

v = 0 v 0 v = 0 = v(r, 0) ; (3.7)

U = u cos 0 uz =0
ux = -u sin (3.8)

The micromotion is given

XkK =

where

by

cos 0

sin 0

0

0 = (0, 0,

-sin 0

cosO

0

0 (r, 9))

0

0

1
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(3.3)

(3.4)



The stress components are:

u
t

t1 1
= (A1111 -A 1122) sin 6 cos + (A1111 sin 0++r ar

2 au 1
+ A1122 cos 9) (a

rd6 2 1111
- a1122) rw s .in 2 ,

u au
tyy = t22 = - (A1111 - A1122) sin 9 cos 0 [ - +

(A1111
cos2 6 +r Or

2 au 1
+ A sin 9) + (a1111 - a1122 ) rwt sin 2 6

1122
,

ra8 2

au
txy = t12 = (Al212 cos 9 - Al221 sin2 9) + (Al212 sin2 6 -

Dr

2 u aucos 0) - (Al212 + Al221) cos 9 sin 0 ()
Al221

(Al212 - Al221)
1

rwl [(a1212 a1221)

1

(a1111 a1122) cos 201 + (a1212 - a1221) (W- v),

au
tyx = t21 = (Al221 cos 0 - Al212 sin2 6) + (Al221 sin2 6 -

Dr

2 u au
Al212 cos 9)7- (A1 212 + Al221) cos 6 sin (--ra8)

1

+ (Al212 - Al221) rwr (a1111 a1122) cos 2 6 -

1

`a1212 a1221)] (a1212 a1221) (w -v )'
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au
tzz = t33 = A3311 (rae)

t=t= 0 =t =t
xz 13 zx Yz zy

The moment-stress components are:

m = m = 0 , m m = 0 , m = m = 0 , m = m = 0
xx 11

,

YY 22 zz 33 xy 12

m = = 0 ,yx 21

1 -1
mzx = m = B 0, + b v, +1T'(1331 - .V1313) T,y31 3131 x 3131 x 4

1 -1
v + T,

mxz
=

m13 = B3131 0'x b31313131 x 3131 - .N1(3113) y

1 -1
0, + b v +"" Trnzy = m32 = B2332 y 2332 y 2 (N12323 NI2332) T,,x

1 - 1v, T (v'3223 - .N13232)
T, xmyz m23 = B3232 0' y + b3232 y 2

The heat-flux vector components are:1-1
qx = q1 = (d2332

d3232) v, +
71

T (53232 + 52323 - 53223 -

52332) T, x

1 1 -1
q = q = (d d ) v T (5

y 2 2332 3232 4'x 3232 + 52323 - 63223

52332) T,y (3.11)

qz = q3 = 0
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(3.9)

(3.10)



We now define the following parameters involving the material

coefficients and temperature:

k1 (a
1

= = (a
1 2 1111

- a 1122) = k
4

= a k
2 3311 3 2 1212 - a1221)

h1 = A1111 ' h2 = A1122 h3 = A1133 h4 = A3333 h5 = Al212

Al221 -7 =
1 IA

- Ann
1

IA)= --1212 + Al221) ha =A1313'

On using (3.12) in (3.9) to (3.11) the stress, the couple stress

and the heat-flux components reduce to the following simplified forms:

u au 2 2 au
txx = t11 = 2h7 sin 6 cos 6 - -T.a + sin 8 + hz cos 9) rae

- klrw? sin 2 ,

u au 2 . au
t = t = -2h sin 8 cos 9 (7.
yy 22 7

_.57) + (hi cos e + ha sin 8) rat)

+ k1 rw' sin 2 9
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(3.12)hh= (Al212= A3113 = A13319 ' 10 Al221)

1 -1
k5 = B1331 ' = b1331 k7 T (\11331 .Y3113)-

1 1 -
=

2
k (d

11 2332 - '3-3232), k12 = T1 k63232
+ 52323 - 53223 - 52332)



2 8u
txy = t12 = (h5 cos2 6 h6

sin 0) + (h sinz - 2 u
5 h6 cos 6)

ar

au
2h7

sin 0 cos 6 () - h10 0 + rwl (k3 + k, cos 2 6)
r86

+ 2k3 (w -v ), (3.13)

au u
tyx = t21 = (h6 cos2 6 - h5 sin2 8)+ (h sin2 8 - h5 cos2 9)

a r 6

au
2h7

sin 6 cos 6 (e) + h10 0 + rw, (k1 cos 2 8 - k3)ra

2k3 (w -v )

txz =t
13

= 0 = t =t =t
zx yz zy

au
tzz = t33 = h3 ra0

m =0=na =m =m =m
x,x YY zz xy yx

m =m =k+k v +k T
zx 31 5 ' x 6 ' x 7 y

m = m = k 0, + k v, + k T,13 8 9 10

m = m = k + k v, - k T,32 5 6 7

m = m = k 0, + 1c v, - k T,23 8 9 10 .

qx = q1 = k11 y + kl2 T' x
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(3.14)



===-.k v,v, +k T,
y 2

qz = q3 = 0 .

Equations (3.13) - (3.15) are now substituted into the balance

equations of motion and energy (2.3) - (2.5) to obtain the field

equations governing w(r), T(r), v(r, 6), and u(r, 0) (in the absence

of external body forces, body couples, and heat sources):

a 2uu au 3u au
h5

2 - hi 22. (hl + h5) cot 8 (rz88)r rar 8r r a e

82u If
+ (hi h5) (roar ) COt 0 k3) (rw + 3w1)

AL/ cot 6 12.12.+ 2 k3 lar r a e

2 2Du Duau u - zu (hi + h5) tan 8
5 r2 rar ar2 r 80 r 86

a 2u av tan 68v
+ (h1 h5) tan 9 ( ) + (k1 + k3) (rw 0lf - 3 - 2k (ragar 3 Dr r 8kd

= 0 ,

2

B3131
2

V
b3131 v v+ 2k3 (rwr + 2w) - 4k3v p j

Du u- 4h7 0 + h + = 010 ar r
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(3.15)

(3.16)

(3.17)

(3.18)



2 T = 0,

where
2

2 a
2 18 1 a

= 2 r Dr 2 2 - 111- 22
Dr r ae

In order for a solution set to exist for equations (3.16) to

(3.19) taking into account the micromotions of local substructures

under appropriate boundary conditions it will be necessary to have

1
y

k3 = -2- al212 - a 1 221 ) 0 and a1212 0

which is permitted by the thermodynamic restrictions on a1212 and

a1221
obtained in Chapter II, that is

> > 0 .
a1212 0 a1212 - a1221

Therefore we require a1212 - a1221
> 0 and a1212 > 0.

The coefficient B3131 is subject to the thermodynamic

restrictions derived in Chapter II, namely, it is normegative,

but we note that its vanishing would eliminate part of the explicit

expression for microrotation 0 in equation (3.18). In view of this

1we should require that B3131 = 0 and
h_1

(A1111 - A1122) =

2

1

(A1212
+ Al221) = 0 not occur simultaneously. Thus we must

consider three cases: (i) B3131
y 0 and Al212 Al221'
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(3.19)

(3.20)

(3.21)

(3.22)
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(ii) B3131
4 0 and Al212 = Al221

and (iii) B3131 = 0 and

Al212
-Al221. We note also that the coefficient b3131 appearing

in equation (3.18) is required to be nonnegative by the thermo-

dynamic restrictions in Chapter II.

As for equation (3.19) governing the temperature field we

now show that it can be obtained in the following manner from the

energy equation (2.5). The term p C. on the left-hand side of

equation (2.5) has the form

p. = p (4i + T 'T) 2. p (p , T) p T1. T = 0 (3. 23)

in the linear micropolar theory which we are using. Here we have

used the fact that in the steady state case owing to the geometry of

the channel the material time derivative denoted by D/Dt or by a

superposed dot is given by

(3.24)
18 DO(r, A)

=
.90 av

Dt = wri a e = w 89 Dt w --e-a , 8) = w-5-6 0 .

The last equation in (3.24) is due to the fact that in the linear theory

w and v are taken to be first order, small quantities. Also, from

the linear theory we have

-1 -.1
= o(p

, T) + Higher order terms LIJ (p , T)

(3.25)

w [4)0 (P-1, T(r))1=0ae

and



D a

=157 (-at ) w ao 1-4VP
.r(r))] + Higher order terms = 0,

(3.26)

-1where we make use of the fact that p is constant due to the incom-

pressibility condition and T = T(r). The right-hand side of equation

(2.5) contains only one term of the first order, k, the other

terms may be neglected in comparison with w, v, and VT in the

linear theory. Use of equations (3.15), and (3.23) to (3.26) in the

energy equation will then yield (3.19).

4. Solution of the Field Equations

From equations (3.16) and (3.17) we obtain the following

two equations

and

2
av au a u

2k = (111 + h5
) + (h5 h1

) rao3 80 ra9 a

av a u au 82u
2k = a (rw + 3w1) + h ( + ) + h3 ar 1212 5 ar r a r 1 r2392

2
a2T a T a 1.

h ( ) +
1 ar2 3r r 2r362
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(4.1)

(4.2)

Differentiation of both sides of equation (4.1) with respect to r and

of equation (4.2) with respect to 9 and the use of the facts that

w = w(r) and the interchange of partial derivatives is allowed lead

to the following differential equation for the displacement u.

II
=0 (4.3)



whe re

8u
a e

Equation (4.3) requires that h,i = A1111 0 since we require a

nontrivial solution to our problem and that the following differential

equation be satisfied by t.

2 2at a T a
ar 22 (4.5)

ar r80

Equation (4.5) may be solved using the technique of separation

of variables and the requirement that T must be real-valued leads

to

T = Lr (4.6)

where L is a constant. We now make use of the following relation

between the displacement u(r, 0) and the tangential velocity

v (r) = rw(r), namely

Du
Dt \r0

However, since we are using the constitutively linear theory we

ahave D/Dt = w
a@

and hence (4.7) may be rewritten

auw = WT = ve
= rw (4. 8 )

a 8
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(4. 4)

(4. 7)



Thus we must have L= 1 and I is then written as

a U
T = =r (4.9)

80

Integration of (4.9) with respect to 8 now yields

u(r, 8) = r9 + U(r) , 9 E [ - 7r, 7F ) . (4.10)

Without loss of generality we may choose U(r) = 0 since the

fluid particles are in continuous rotation about the common axis of

the cylinders describing circles with centers on the cylinders t

common axis (z - axis). We now define the displacement field which

satisfies (4.10) in the interval [-7r 7T) as well as any extended

interval for all 9. Since the circular cylinders in our problem are

performing continuous rotations about their common axis the dis-

placement field u(r, 9) must be a periodic function of 9 with

periodicity 2 -rr. . Thus we define the displacement field to be bounded

and have a finite number of maxima and minima in [ - Tr, .

we have

u(r, A) = u(r, 90 ) , 90 = 9 mod 27T E [ 7T, 77-) (4.11)
' 0

and then by Dirichletts theorem, the Fourier series for u(r, 6)1-converges to [u(r, ) + u(r, ) ] at every value of 6. Here the

notations u(r, 9+ ) and u(r, ) are defined by u(r, 9) =

lim, u (r, + E ) where E is an arbitrary positive number.
u
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Equations (4.1) and (4.2) may now be rewritten as

av _ 1 [
a (rwl + 2w)1,ar dr

av
89 - .Y1

where

2A1212a1212 - a1221
a = > 0 and v

a1212
'1 a1212 - a1221

In addition we use the expression for u in equation (3.18) and

differentiate both sides of the resulting equation with respect to 9

to obtain:

(4.15)
2 aØ

B3131
) 2

(A1212
+ A1221 ) = 2 (Al212 + Al 221)ae ee

It is clear from equation (4.15) that we must consider three

different cases depending on which of the coefficients in (4.15) are

(4.14)
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(4.12)

(4.13)

taken to vanish. Thus we must consider:

Case i. B3131
= 0 and Al212 - Al221 (4.16)

Case ii. B3131
0 0 and Al212 = - Al221 (4.17)

Case iii. B3131
# 0 and Al212 - Al221 (4.18)
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We now seek the expression for the angular velocity w = w(r)

for each of the three cases (4.16) - (4.17). For case (i) equation

(4.15) reduces to

and we immediately obtain

DO 80v= = w -w .
Dt ao

Since w = w(r) equations (4.13) and (4.14)2 requires that

Al212 = 0

The condition Al212 = 0 together with the thermodynamic

restriction obtained in Chapter II, namely Al21 > 1Al221
I (II. 5.14)

requires that

Al212 = Al221 = 0 (4. 22)

In view of (4.22) we must conclude that case (i) cannot occur for

smectic liquid crystals in this type of viscometric flow.

In order to solve for w in case (ii) we must first solve

0) = 0
ae

(4.19)

(4. 20)

(4.21)

(4.23)



for a0/&e . Equation (4.23) has as solution

where C0' C C3
and C4 are constants to be determined.

We now employ the relation v = w a 0 /a B and equation (4.13)

to obtain the following expression for w.

w = / [C3 + C4 ln r] . (4. 25)

The constants C3 and C4 in (4.25) may now be determined by use

of the boundary conditions on w at the inner and outer cylinder,

respectively. Thus we have

q_- Co + C3. lnr + (C3 + C4 lnr)

w(r) =
S22

in R/ in R + (1 ) in

where

=2 rR =

rl r1 1
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(4. 24)

(4.26)

(4.27)

Now equation (4.26) is immediately suspect since we note

that if (4. 26) holds then the only way for w to vanish is for

w (r2) = Q = 0 and then w 0 for all r E 1r1, r2 1; a situation which
2

is not borne out experimentally. Likewise we expect that when the

two cylinders are rotating in opposite senses that there be an

ro E (r1, r2) such that w(r0) = 0. Our misgivings about equation

(4.26) are justified mathematically by substituting for w from the



lattr,r and checking the expression for w in equation (4.12) at the

-ndpoints r = r1 and r = r2. We obtain

ln r2 2

C0 +C1 (
) - a (1 -.7211t )_T2

and
in r -12 in r

1 2 2 1 -n
c0+C1 ( 1 - - a

( 1 - )
T2 ln R

which when subtracted yield

= 1 , that is S21 =2

But we have required thatc21 02 since for 9,1 = Q we would have
2

simply a rigid rotation. Thus we conclude that C3 = C4 = 0 and

Al212 = 0, in view of v = 30/ae and (4,24) and (4.13) which leads

to Al221 = 0 since Al212 = -Al221. The expression for ao/ae is

now given by
= a + b

where we have defined

a0 aa= (r) ; b- ln Rae
A aø r
b = (r2 ), r = --

ae r1

We note that the vanishing of C3 and C4 means that a0 /a e and

hence v is a function of r only. Using this fact, equation (4.12)

is integrated with respect to r on both sides to obtain

w (a + b in r) = 1(rwl + Zw) + Ca
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(4.28)

(4.29)

(4.30)

(4.32)

(4.33)
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where C is the constant of integration. Now equation (4. 33 has the

solution

w(r) = 1.(A+B in r)
I rf() A1 }

where 11 -A = -2-a (a-b ln r1)
, B = -

'
ab = B1 /21n r + AB1/2
2 2

-ln r 1,1/21/2 1AB
= B

+ -1/2 = -(2 +aa)[2 a (b_a)2111
in r1

1/2 1 -1/2 (2+ a b)
-ln R .11/2

= B in r2 + AB =
(b-a)2

[_z

(%1241
erf (1) =4-7-r ) exp (-x2/2) dx E = erf(12) - erf(rii), (4.35)

0

-(A+B in r2)- -(A+B in r1)
Q2 r2 C.21 rl

AO -

Q2
42+a a+b

-(A+B in r1)
rl

c21 r1-(A+B rl)erfi112' 2 r2 2'erf(ii )'
lA+B in r

A -
1

a+bli
00erf612) - R[2+a ( 'lc=

r-(A+B in ri)
1

efr(12) erf(ii)

(4.34)



We remark here that the third equation in (4.35) requires
1

B > 0. Since 13,-- -
2

a b and a> 0 we must have b <0 which, in view

of (4.32) requires that

If it should happen that b = 0, i.e. 11; = a then we have from (4.31)

and so equation (4.33) would have the solution

rl -22 r2w(r) - k k
rl r2

where

ag 80b= (r ) < ) 7- a .ae 2 ae

r1 r2kr2 (S1 - 01) 1

k k rk-r2
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(4.36)

a (4.37)

(4.38)

(4.40)

k = 2 - a a . (4.39)

Note that if a = b = 0 then k = 2 and we have the usual classical

solution for the angular velocity w due to Couette flow.

We now consider case (iii) where we have B3131 0,

Al212 - Al221 so we must solve



where we have defined

where 10 and K0 are zero-order modified Bessel functions of the

first and second kind, respectively, and -A, E, al, b1 are constants

to be determined by the boundary conditions. If the same procedure

applied in case (ii) is employed we find that the last term on the

right-hand side of (4.42) must vanish, i.e. al = b1 = 0 and we

also must conclude that Al212 = 0. Once again the thermodynamic

restriction (II. 5.1 4) leads to Al221 = 0 and hence case (iii) does

not occur for smectic liquid crystals in this viscometric flow.

The temperature field T(r) is obtained by solving equation

(3.1 9) subject to the boundary conditions

T(r1) = T1 and T(r2) = Tz . (4.43)

Thus we obtain for the temperature field

where

2 (Al212 4- Al221)
P =

B3131

This equation has solution

H= -at I0 (pr) + EK0 (pr) - 1 + 0 {al Io (pr) Ko (pr)}

_TILL ln R (K.- 1) ln 7-

T1
ln R
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(4.41)

(4.42)

(4. 44)

K= T2/ T1
(4.45)



Heat-conduction can be obtained from the equations (3 11)

by using the appropriate expressions for v(r, 0) and T(r). The

components of the heat-flux vector are

where
(4.47)

d0 = d2332 d3232 , 60 = 63232 + 62323 - 63223 - 62332.

Thus, the solution set for the governing field equations can be

expressed in non-dimensional form where Q1 y 0, T1 0, R 1 and

a 0.

Angular Velocity Field

For a y b:

1 ?iv, 1 1 d Dv
q = 1 5
r 2 0 ra 8 4 0 ar 8 0 ar

A

b- a- [2 +a( a-1-- in -17)]
21nRw(r)

1

where

2+21i(a+s)]

= 1-2R
-1

a A

[24-2-(a+b)]
[7.1 = erfhz) erf(iii) R
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(4.46)

{A0 erf(,rl) +70 , (4.48)

(4.49)



For a = b:

-
1Ar =

A
For a = b

v a c7itk
v =

1Rk
= (4.54

01 -

,
.

Macro-displacement Field

u = tErdia
= r , 6 E r 17; ) (4. 55)

rl

Temperature Field

T(r) ( 1) ln 7 + ln R

T1
T = ln R

- 1)w(r) 1 - r2Rk Rk

1 - Rk 1 - Rk
'

1

- ab = ln R
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(4.50)

(4.53)

(4.56)

where

k = 2 - a a (4.51)

Microgyration Field

For a b

v a+b in 7
v no

erf(71) + -LS }--r- -[2+a(a+z ln 7)]

1
1

(4. 52)

where



Heat-Conduction

where

q1

For a 4 b

q6/q0 = [b-2(a+b - a(a+b ln 7)21
a+bln 7

where
d

1 0q _
0 2r1

For a b

a k
-c-1 = q0 1q0 = __k+1

5 T-1
qr 4r

2 2,[1+aa+(aa)

AO
Ra -2 ab

k
R - 1 )

1 - Rk
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(4.57)

(4.58)

(4.59)

(4.60)

Tie.=

(4.61)



5. Orientation Field

In section 4 we have found an expression for 30/36 with,

as yet, undetermined boundary conditions at the inner and outer

cylinder walls. We can expect a variety of boundary conditions

here which are physically meaningful since smectic liquid crystals

orient themselves at the boundary in a way that depends on the prior

treatment of the boundary material. Hence, we have left the

expressions for boundary conditions flexible, preferring to denote

30
ae (1.1) = a and a 0 (rae = b

We now proceed to develop an analytical expression for the

orientation field 0(r, 9) .

Integration -f equation (4.31) with respect to 0 yields

0(7,0) = e {a +b b ln + H (7) (5.2)

where H(7) is an arbitrary function of integration and r/ri .

In order to determine H (7) we shall use the expression for the

torque on the cylinders. The torque per unit length about the z-

axis on the cylinder of radius r is denoted by 70 and besides the

usual contribution to the torque from the shear stress tre we will

also have a contribution from the couple stress, namely m.rz

75

(5. 1 )



Thus we have

where

T
0

= (rtre + ) drz

tr6= a1212 rwt+2k3(w-v)

= B3131
aO b
3 rrZ 31 31 r

Upon carrying out the 6-integration in (5.3), using the known

expressions for w, v, and 0, and making use of the law of balance

of torques which requires that the torque remain constant for any

cylinder of radius r, < r < r2, we obtain the following differential

equation in the dimensional form for the unknown function H (r)

1 r 0 b31 31 1
Hi(r) - ri2TFB -2 b7d - [a (rwfl + 3w1)] +

3131 B3131
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(5.3)

(5.4)

(103/ 'TO r2 al21 2
+ (al 21 2 + a1221) rw

B exP (42/4B)
3131

(5.5)

221.21(420.1k
1 r b31 31

Ht(r)
rl
a

(rwtf + 3w1) + ra1221 k kr 277-B3131 B3131
L

r2 -r1

(c.2 ) r1 k
1 1 1

r
2

1k-1 [(a1212 + a1221)
k- k

r r2
(5.6)



where the equation in (5.5) is for a X b and the equation in (5.6) is
A

for a = b. Integration of (5.5) and (5.6) with respect to r yieldsp

2

T0
-41DIT B b.21

[10-1(rw.+2w)] r2{exp(-A2/4B)H(r) = (lnr) [ 27r"31
3131

x a1212 6,0413/Tr}
+ (a121 2+a12Z1)

tw(t)dt + CA.
(5. 7)

1 221
r2

0 b3131 1
H(r) = In r [2103 [a(rwl + 2w)] +

31 31 B3131

r -C4 r2 2 I 1

r2 - r
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k k
(01 -S22)r1 r2(a1212

+a
1221

)

+CBa aar r -r1
1

(5.8)

where
CA

and CB are arbitrary constants of integration for the

cases a X b and a = b, respectively. However, the presence of CA

and
CB

in the expressions for the orientation field derived from

putting (5.7) and (5.8) into (5.2) does not affect the behavior of the

orientation and its dependence on the spatial coordinates r and 0,

the radius ratio R and the angular velocity ratio of the cylinders

and neither does CA or CB
appear in any of the solutions given by

equations (4.48) to (4.63). In view of these facts we may as well

omit the constants from the expressions for the orientation field



for the two cases. The torque z.0 appearing in (5.7) and (5.8) can

be physically measured in a given experiment and hence is con-

sidered to be known. The classical expression for
0

in the case

of Couette flow between two concentric rotating cylinders is given

by

41T rI2 (C-2
2-111)1.1

0 21R
where 11 is the viscosity of the Newtonian fluid between the

cylinders. Finally we remark that the integral in (5. 7) may be

integrated numerically for a given experiment and hence the

expressions for the orientation fields are completely known for

each case.

6. Apparent Viscosity

In order to gain some idea of the non-Newtonian behavior of

the smectic liquid crystal we define an apparent viscosity. The

apparent viscosity is defined such that it is equal to the constant

coefficient of viscosity for the flow 4:4 an incompressible Newtonian

fluid. Therefore, we choose:
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(5.9)

Shear stress (6. 1)
rlapp = { Shear-rate on the outer cylinder at 0 = 0, r = r2



which becomes, on using the known solutions for w and v, and also

the expressions for shear stress and shear-rate:

where

1 A

Ti app
= al 212

+ [2k S2 (1 -b)],

2 A 4$77-7-
0 -z (2 + a b)

A2/ 4B

2k = al 21 - a1221

We recall that a and b in equations (6.3) arid (6. 4) involve the

boundary conditions on the orientation field at the cylinder walls.

Determination of the Material Coefficients

We shall now proceed to demonstrate a method by which the

material coefficients a1212 and a1221
can be calculated for a given

smectic substance. In order to do this we utilize the experimental

work of Tamamushi and Matsumoto [49] , wherein the authors

investigated the non-Newtonian behavior of the viscosity (as a

function of shear-rate and temperature) of ammonium laurate which

exhibits the smectic mesophase in the temperature range from 106°

a b
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( 6 . )

(6. 3)

(6.4)

(6.5)

to 112o C. The apparatus used for determination of the viscosity at

(2 + aa) .2)
A

=
Rk - 1

, a = b ,



given constant temperature was a viscometer of Couette type which
-2worked in the range of shear-rate up to 5000 dyn. cm 2. The actual

shear-rates used in the experiments ranged from 41 sec-1 to

325 sec-1 while the corresponding shear force ranged from 0 to
-1500 dyn. cm2 .

To determine a1212 we note that according to equation (6.2)

the main contribution to at high shear-rates comes from the
app

first term on the right-hand side. Indeed, the experimental

results indicate a leveling off of the viscosity values for shear-

rates above 325 sec-1 and an examination of ratios of apparent

viscosities at successive experimental shear-rates leads us to

make the following estimate for a1212:

-1
a1212 = 0.9 [ Tiapp

for 325 sec ]
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(6.6)

The determination of
a1221

proceeds in the following manner.

Since only the shear-rate y and riapp are given in Tamamushi and

Matsumoto's experiments we make the following choices for S-22
A

and 1 b based on experimental evidence and the thermodynamic

restrictions on a1212
and

a1221
obtained in Chapter II. Peter and

Peters [43] have conducted Couette viscometer experiments with

nematic liquid crystals with an outer cylinder radius of 4.00 cm

and an inner cylinder radius of 3.96 cm. The outer cylinder was

given an angular velocity of 11.84 rad. /sec. in their experiments.



Thus a reasonable choice for Q2 in (6.2) would be 19 rad. / sec.

Our choice of a value for 1 - b must be guided by the thermo-

dynamic restrictions on a1212 and a1221 since little experimental

data concerning the boundary conditions on the orientation field are

available. The thermodynamic restrictions on a1212 and a1221
are

We rewrite equation (6.2) using our value chosen above for2 and

obtain

a12120 a >0 , al212
>0 .

'
- a

1212 1221

1 1-b
19 app a1212) = (a1212 a1221)
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(6.7)

(6.8)

Now the left-hand side of equation (6.8) is positive and attains its

largest values for low shear-rates. Using the values for a1212
and

at Ni = 41 sec-1, and the restrictions (6. 7) we obtain the fol-
ilapp
lowing value for 1 - b which satisfies equation (6.8) as well as the

restrictions in (6. 7):

1 -bp.' = 10 (6.9)

A
The value for 1 - b reflects the change in the orientation field at

the outer cylinder wall and can be maintained by the use of external

means such as the imposition of a magnetic field of suitable strength

or a thermal gradient.
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Now the experimental data for = 41 sec-1 and the values for

a1212, sz2
and 1 b as given above, can be used in the following

equation

lapp (at 41 sec-1) = a1212 + 4.63 (a1212 - a1221) (6.10)

to determine a1221
for various temperatures in the smectic range.

Thus we obtain the following table of values for a1212
and

a1221

Table 1. Values for a1212
and a1221.

106° 108° 1100 112° 114° 116° oc

These values for a1212
and

a1221
given in the above table can

now be used in equation (6.8) in order to obtain our analytical

formula for rlapp in the case of the smectic compound, ammonium

laurate. The results of our analytical computation of 1 app
versus

the shear-rate for different smectic temperatures are shown in

Figure 3. The solid line denotes our theoretical results and the

symbols denote experimental results obtained from the graphs of

Tamamushi and Matsumoto [49]. It is clear from the graph that our

a1212 4.68 5.22 4.59 2.25 .27 .18 Poise

a1221
2.15 2.98 1.06 .45 .07 .01 Poise
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106° Experimental
108o Expe rimental

110o Experimental re sults
112o Experimental results

A 114 Experimental results
116 Experimental results

results of T amamu shi

results of Tamamushi
of Tarnamushi

of Tamamushi

of Tamamushi

of Tamamushi

Figure 3. Behavior of apparent viscosity with shear-rate.
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110°C
1 06 °C
108°C

112°C

and Matsumoto

and Matsumoto

and Matsurnoto

and Matsumoto

and Matsumoto

and Matsumoto

40 80 120 160 200 240 280 320

Shear-rate y second-1
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theoretical results are found to be in close agreement with the above

experimental results.



IV. MICROPOLAR ELASTICITY WITH STRETCH

1. Preliminary Remarks

The theory of heat-conducting smectic liquid crystals was

developed from the micropolar theory of viscoelasticity due to

Eringen [17] . As noted in Chapter I, micropolar fluids form a

subclass of the simple microfluids. In micropolar media the micro-

elements are allowed to undergo only rigid rotations without stretch.

In this way the second rank tensor fv, becomes skew-symmetric and

hence can be written in terms of an axial vector. Media consisting

of dumbbell molecules, short rigid cylindrical elements, or

elongated molecules are properly represented by this model.

Indeed, a great deal of successful work using this theory has

already been done on the rheological properties as well as wave

propagation phenomena in a variety of media such as polymeric

additives, liquid crystals, and animal blood.

If we now turn our attention to blood plasma and certain

liquid crystals we realize that the microelements of these media

are deformable and hence, this fact should be properly reflected

in our analytical models as well. For this purpose we consider

that the dipolar microelements can undergo uniform stretch or

contraction in addition to rigid rotation. This physical assumption
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once again provides an elegant mathematical way to reduce the

complexity present in the general theory of simple microelastic

solids and thus obtain a more manageable theory that still encom-

passes a wide range of real materials.

In this chapter we develop the theory of micropolar elastic

solids with stretch. This includes development of the constitutive

equations and of the field equations for this theory. In addition,

the energy equation is employed to obtain thermodynamic restrictions

on the elastic material moduli of the theory thus facilitating the

determination of the range of applicability of this new theory.

Finally, we discuss the construction of a theory for micropolar

viscoelastic media with stretch and the application of such a theory

to the study of wave propagation in such media.

Z. Balance Laws

In this section the basic balance laws of motion are given

for simple microfluids and microelastic solids. They are derived

in detail in [12].

Conservation of Mass

ap = 0+ (pv ), ka t k
(2.1)



Conservation of Microinertia

aikm
at + ikm, rr - irm vrk - ikr v = 0rm

qk
11- ) k P

(2.6)

Inequality (2.6) is postulated to be valid for all independent processes

and in (2.1) to (2.6) we have p as the mass density, vk as the

velocity vector, 1kl ilk as the microinertia tensor' vkl
as the

microgyration tensor, tic, as the stress tensor, f1 as the body force

per unit mass, al as the acceleration vector, skl as the microstress

average tensor, X as the first stress moments, lmk as theklm

first body moment per unit mass, cr lm as the inertial spin tensor,
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(2.2)

Balance of Momentum

tkl, k + p (f1 - al) = 0 (2.3)

Balance of First Stress Moments

tkm - skm + X, imk, 1 + (1mk - 0- mid = 0 (2.4)

Conservation of Energy

P f- tkl vl, k skl tkl) vkl + klm vm.1, k qk, k P h ( 5)

Principle of Entropy



CT +v V )kl
=

ml ( vmk nk mn

The expressions (2.1) to (2.7) are valid for all parts of the

body B having volume V and surface S, except at a finite number of

discontinuity surfaces, lines, and points. At the surface of the

body the following traction boundary conditions hold

t n,kl K on S

88

£ as the internal energy density per unit mass, qk as the heat

vector (directed outward from the body), h as the heat source per

unit mass, ri as the entropy, and 6 as the temperature. As in

previous chapters the summation convention over repeated indices

occurring in a term is assumed as well as the definition of material

derivative and the use of cartesian tensors.

We note that (2.1), (2.3), and (2.6) are the usual classical

laws whereas (2.2), (2.4), and (2.5) are new, but they reduce to

their classical counterparts when the rnicrostructural components

ik] 11k1'
lkrn and X lam vanish identically. A complete discussion

of these new tensors is given by Eringen in [12]. Finally, we have

the following kinematical relation for o- kl as given in [12]

(2. 7)

(2.8)

X klm nk = X lm on S.



tkl = [(X1T)+ err-Hi1 Srr] 8 +2(u.1+ (r1) ekl + 41lk +
v1 E.kl (3' 1)

skl = [()`1+2T) err +(211- T) 6 5kl +rr (P*1+ crl) eklf{(v1+ crl)

x (Eki End)
(3.2)

)-f-X klm = T1 (Okr, r8 ml+0 rr, 18 nak
T

2 rk,r 8m1 + 0 rr, m ski)

+T
3 0r r , k 8m1

+T
4 01r, r 8 mk +T

5
(0 rl, r mk +0 8mr, r kl)

+T6 0rm, r 51(1+1.7 °1m, k + T8 (C6rrik, 1 + 01(1,

+19 01k, m + T10 °m1, k + T11 qlkm, 1
(3.3)
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If the phenomenom of heat-conduction is excluded in the

present theory the determination of motion requires the determina-

tion of the following nineteen unknowns

p (x, t)1kl 'x' t) , (x, t) , yid (x, t) (2.9)

as opposed to the four unknowns p and vk of classical theory.

3. Constitutive Equations of the Microcontinuum Theory

The constitutive equations in their linearized form are

obtained from [13] and are as follows:



where X 1, T, Ti1, P.1, o- 1, K1, and T1 through T11 are mate rial

coefficients and ekl
and Ekl are respectively, the strain tensor and

the micro strain tensor of the linear theory, defined by

1

ekl °11c, 1 + k)

(3.4)

E"k1 uk, 1 + (6k1

where uk
is the macrodisplacement vector and 0kl is the micro-

displacement tensor.

4. Micropolar Elastic Solids with Stretch

In this section we define a micropolar elastic solid with

stretch and use the definition to effect simplification in the conser-

vation laws and balance equations and in the constititive equations.

A body will be called a micropolar elastic solid with stretch

if for all motions,

0kl = 0 5 + eklM M

1
X = X 5 - m,klm k lm 2 lmr

These solids differ from the micropolar solids in that a scalar

microstretch 0 is added to the microdisplacement gradient 0kl

and the corresponding first stress moment vector X k is added to
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(4.1)

(4.2)



Dj 4vj = 0
Dt
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X kin): Om is the microrotation vector, mkr is the couple stress of

the micropolar theory, and E klm is the well-known permutation

tensor. The presence of 0 is attributed to the stretchability of the

microelement and X k
is the necessary nondeviatoric first stress

moment accompanying this extra stretch.

Since we are using a linear theory we may use the result

that [14]

vkl 0k1
(4.3)

so that we may write

vkl v5k1 vm
(4.4)

where v = 0 and yr =r . In addition the present theory is concerned

with micro-isotropic solids so

(4.6)

ikl = j 6k1
(4.5)

where j is a scalar-valued function. This does not necessarily

imply mac r o-isotropy , that is, the medium can be micro-

isotropic but macro-anisotropic.

When (3. 5) is substituted into (Z. 2) we obtain



To calculatekl we use (4.4) and (4.5) in (2.7) to obtain

(kl) -
0-* - [(v v2 - vrvr) 8kl vk v1]

ire [E () + 21, V )1[kl] 2 klr r r

where indices within a parenthesis (bracket) indicate the symmetric

(anti- or skew-symmetric) part of the quantity. In the linear theory

(quasi-linear), we write

= sj-(r(k1) 2 kl

= E V
Cr [M.] 2 klr r

Constitutive Equations

We now derive the constitutive equations of micropolar media

with stretch by using (4.1) and (4.2). The stress tensor tki and

the stress-average tensor Ski = 51k given by (3.1) and (3.2), on

using (4.1) reduce to
(4.11)

tkl = [X err + (3111 vl
+K1)

61K1
+ (21/ +K)eki -EKEklm

(4.12)

ski = [(X +11)err+ 13(2111-T)+2(v1+41- cr1)}°1 5k1+2(1-1+ Kl)ekr

where
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(4.7)

(4.8)

(4.9)

(4.10)

F. X1+11+1., EXi-111 cr + . (4.13)
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Again, substitution of (4.1) into (3.3) will give rise to the following

expressions which constitute X Id.m

zx = z 5 0, +(-c. )e 0 )+6 +p ) 0,
karn) lm 1 k 1 2 krs s, r km 2 3 1

(1-4- T6)E lrs 0s,r 6k1[CP+P3) 93'rn

( r4- T6) Ernrsos, ri "T 9 - T11)

x [Elks 0s,m+Emks 0s,11/'
(4.14)

2 X k[1m) 5km[(P2-P3) 0'1 + 2(1.4 - T5) Elr s (bs, 5k1[(P3-132) 0'm

where

2iT -T 0 r
' 5 4 rnrs s, r

4. 41.7 T1O)E lms0 s, k (1.8-T9) [ mks s, 1 + kls0s, ml

+r +3T 3, pz 3Ti + T4 + T5 + T8 + Tii

P3 :"." 3T2 T5 + T6 + T8 + T9

Condition (4.2) gives

k(lm)= X
k6 ml

and this enables us to write

k 13193'k + (T1 - T2) c krs s, r

(4.15)

(4.16)

(4.17)

; + Tz +

(4.18)



which also requires that pz + p3 = 0, = T6, and =
ki T11

It

should be noted here that T4 = 1.6 and T9 = T11 have been used in the

derivation of equation (4.15).

Condition (4.2) also yields

1 e
k[1m] 2 lmr Inkr

and so we can solve for the couple stress tensor mid

= elrs %k[rs]

Next we substitute (4.15) into (4.20) to obtain the constitutive

equation

= a ° 13° +v T e kls , sk,1 1,k 0
(4.21)r, r 5k1+

whe re

+T +T ),p=2,0-4-T5)-T 4 8 9 10 7= 2 Cr5

a = 2 (T9 - T8) , To = 3 (Ti - Tz) (4.22)

Field Equations

We now examine the symmetric part of the stress moment

equations (2.4), which on using (4.2) yield
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(4.19)

(4.20)



X k,k 81m (rile rr {3(111-1.) vl )(1 2 0-1}°) 81m (v1+Xl)elm.

( P1 kk TO Icrs(6s,rk) 81m + P (1-j -Z) 51m = ° (4.23)

where

1(km)
= 1 8km and c 81m = j .2- 81m . (4.24)

The symmetric part of the body couple takes the form (4. 24)1 in

view of compatability with equations (4. 2). We also note that for

1 m (4. 23) reduces to

(v1 + X-1) elm =
(4.25)

which requires that v1 + )(.1 = 0 since the tensor elm may certainly

have nonzero off-diagonal terms. Thus, (4.23) may be rewritten

as

k, k - -(311+ 3T - 2a-i) 0+p{ 0,kk+ TOEkrs 0s, rk

p (1 - j ) = 0 . (4.26)

The skew-symmetric part of (2. 4) can be expressed in terms

of suitable axial vectors and tensors which yield the following

simplification
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Elmk t[lm] +E lmk , r P E1 (l[ml] cr [ml] ) °

(4.27)



By use of (4.20) we find

mrk, r Elkr t[1r1 P g-k)

where

1k -E imk 1[lm] and j. 2 -
I

o-k rak [1m.]

We now use (4.10) in (4.29)2 to obtain

(4. 28)

(4.29)

(4. 30)

The field equations for micropolar solids with stretch are

therefore obtained by substituting the expression for stress (4.11)

into (2.3) and by combining (4.20) and (4. 29) with (4. 28). Equation

(4.26) is the symmetric part of equation (2.4). Thus we have

0 k)(X err, k 311 1°' k) 8k1 + (211 + ekl, k Kc klrn (rni, k rn,

+ p (f1 - al) = 0 , (4.31)

xk,k -111err - (311 + 3T - 2crl) + kk TO Ekrs °s, rk

+ p (1 -3 ) = 0 (4.32)
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whe re

mk Eklm X im
and m = x

3 r r

Dj
Dt
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°k, r r 13 r kr + a °s, sk TO erks 08, r 2 Y" (rk-Pk)

+ p (lk - jk) = 0 . (4.33)

In addition to the above equations, we have the microinertia

conservation equation

2 vj = 0 , (4.34)

and also the equation of continuity (2.1). So, if we are given fk,

1k
and 1 we have 3 + 1 + 3 + 1 + 1 = 9 equations for the determination

of the nine field components uk, 0k, 0, j, and p.

Boundary Conditions

The tractions and moments on the surface S of the body can

be calculated from (2.8) and the basic assumptions (3.1) and (3.2).

Through the use of (3.18), the boundary conditions (2.8)1 may be

written as

mid nk = ml X k nk = m on S (4.35)

(4.36)



are the surface couple and the stress moment resultant per unit

area acting on the surface of the body.

5. Thermodynamic Restrictions on Material Moduli

In this section the energy equation will be used to obtain

restrictions on the material moduli. First we may rewrite

equation (2. 5) as

PI = t(kl) vl,k (skl t(k1)) vkl + k(lm) vml, k

+ trkii k vki) + X k[inii Vinik

where we have qk, k = 0 and h = 0. If we use equations (4,11) -

(4.14) in equation (5.1) then the latter takes the following form:

p = X e e + (Zu, +err 11 eki ekl + 31 0 "4611 +
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(5.1)

+ z (rm 0m) 6. m

+ a 0k, k 01,1 + p 0k,1ol, k+ 01, k1, k + p0 0,k 0'k

+3TOEkrs(0s, r 0,k - 0s, r (5.2)

whe re

= 311+ v1+14 ,0 = 3(
1

-T ) po 3(T1+T2+T0+-r7+3T3) .
(5. 3)



We furthe r restrict our attention to the infinitesimal strains and

Where (5.6) and (5.8) follow from the skew-symmetry of (5.5) and

(5. 7) respectively.

We require for an elastic medium (non-dissipative) that the

equation (5.2) be integrable. Hence we introduce the following

theorem and proof:

Theorem 1. The necessary and sufficient condition for a

micropolar medium with stretch to be elastic and hence non-

dissipative is that the material coefficients T1 and 'r be equal.
2

Proof. The non-dissipative elastic medium must possess a

strain-energy [26, 27] (or internal energy) function whose material

time derivative is precisely given by equation (5.2). Consequently,

(5.2) should be an exact differential. All the terms in (5.2) are
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rotations; we have for our kinematic quantities,

1= d = (v +
v1

)
kl kl 2 k, 1 , lc

(5.4)

kl =
1

(u -u )
k, 1 1, k

(5.5)

rk =
1

E
2 klm. um, 1

(5.6)

rkl =
1

w = (v - v )kl " 2 k,1 1,k (5.7)

rk =
1

Wk :-E vk 2 klm m, 1 (5.8)



found to be integrable, except for the last one on the right-hand

side. Thus, the integrability conditions for (5.2) lead to T = T
2

which is a restriction on the material coefficients characterizing

the micropolar, micro-isotropic elastic solid with stretch;

conversely, if T = T (5.2) becomes integrable and yields the
1 2'

strain-energy function.

Now setting T1 = T and carrying out the integration we have
2

13E- pE = [x0 2 err ell + (211 +)() ekl elk+ 6111 °

+ K.(rm - 0m) (rm - 0m) (5.9)

r +0 0 0 +N 0 0 1-p 0, k 0, k]+71-a 01,1 k,1 1,k 1,k 1,k 0

where is the energy density function for a given reference con-
0

figuration. Equation (5.9) leads to the following forms of energy;

Strain Energy PEE = [X e rre 11 + (2Ia +X-)
ide elk +61-11 0 ell ] , (5.10)

Rotational Energy p E.R = )(Arm - 0m) - 0m)

E = 1Micro-Energy p M 2
[a0k, k 1,1+p0k, 1 1k+N0ik0ik,
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(5.11)

We note that without loss of generality, we may take E. = 0 in view
0

Po°' k0' k]
(5.12)
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of E being referred to a fixed (but arbitrary) reference configura-

tion, and thus (5.9) becomes

pE. =EE + ER + EMl (5.13)

We require that pE be nonnegative and since each type of energy

involves independent processes we must have

PEE > PER > PEM > (5.14)

The restrictions in (5.14) will lead to corresponding restrictions

on the material moduli. For example, if pER and pC are taken

to be zero and we let 0= 0 we must have

2[x errell (21-1+ )') eldelk]
(5.15)

If, in (5.15) we take ekl = ekl where e is a scalar then we obtain

+ (2p, + X.) > 0. (5.16)

If, for example, we now take the diagonal components of ekl to be

zero while taking the off-diagonal components to be equal to e, we

obtain from (5.15)

2p )(, > 0. (5.17)

By proceeding in this manner we can determine the following



- a.. y. i, j, = 1,2, , 12 , (5.20)y. ,

a10,10 = a11,11 = a12,12 = PO '
and all other a.. =

013
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thermodynamic restrictions for the material moduli:

+ 2+K>0 , zp, + > 0 , )>0 , > 0 , (5.18)

a + 13+N >Hi , v>if31 , 3a + p+ y > 0 , f3i > 0. (5.19)

The results in (5.19) were obtained by setting PEE '311=
0 and

writing pEm as a quadratic form

whe re

13 3

Y10 = 0'1 ' Y11 = °'2 ' Y12 = 073

Y1 = °1,1 ' Y2 = 952,2 ' Y3 = 03,3 ' Y4 = 01,2 ' Y5 - °2,1

Y6 = °2,3 ' Y7 = °3,2 ' Y8 = 03,1 ' Y9 = °1,3

(5.21)

a11=a22=a33=a+P"=

a12 =
a21

= a13
= a31 = a23 = a32 = a

a44 a55 a66 a77 a88 a99
(5.22)

a45
=

a54
=

a67
=

a76
=a89 =

a98 =p



and requiring that the quadratic form in (5.20) be non-negative.

We have therefore proved the following theorem:

Theorem 2. The necessary and sufficient conditions for the

thermodynamic admissibility of the constitutive equations (4.11),

(4.12), (4.18), and (4.21) are the relations (5.18) and (5.19).

6. Micropolar Viscoelasticity with Stretch

In this section we outline the procedure to follow in con-

structing the theory of micropolar viscoelasticity with stretch. The

first step is to supplement the equations of balance and conservation

laws (2.1) through (2.5) and the entropy inequality (2.6) with the

constitutive equations appropriate to each medium. We have:

(a) Micropolar elastic solid with stretch,

tkl = rx err + (3111 +v1 + o 5k1 + (41+ )()ekl

+ C klm (r
.Ø93m)

ski = r(x "1) e rr +13(21i -1) + 2(v1 + 41 - cr 1)1°1 5k1

(P. + Kl) ekl

lid = °r, r 51K1 + 13 °k, 1 + °I, k

X k = 10'k
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(6.1)



(b) Micropolar fluids with stretch [18]

tkl = ( - x vX0 v) 8kl + (vk1 + v
1v r, r v , , k

Kv (v1, k E klm vm)

S = (-7r + x v v) + (p, (vk, 1
+

v1, k)
, (6.6)

kl v r, r 0 kl v 2

171 =
kl a v 8 +13 v +V ,v r, r kl v k, 1 v 1, k e klr r

X = , a Ek aOvk 1 klm vm,1

The new elastic moduli in equations (6.1) to (6.4) are subject

to the thermodynamic restrictions (5.18) and (5.19) derived earlier

in this chapter. The viscosity coefficients appearing in equations

(6.5) to (6.8) are subject to the following thermodynamic restrictions

[18] :

3X +2 -Fk>o, 2 p, >0 >0,
V v v-

3a +p > 0 ,
v

< (3v <,/
v

, v> , 6.9)
v v v

2

0

a0 > - X 0 > (110 - X 0) (3X v+ ZP'v ) v)> 7
We now wish to obtain a set of constitutive equations for a

class of viscoelastic materials in which the constitutive response
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(6. 5)

(6.7)

(6.8)
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functions depend on the strain measures, .microrotation, micro-

rotation gradient, micro-stretch and micro-stretch gradient, and

their first order material-time rates. These constitutive equations

would yield a description of the media corresponding to the general-

ization of the Kelvin-Voigt viscoelastic solids. This construction

may be accomplished by taking a linear combination of constitutive

equations governing micropolar elasticity with stretch and micro-

polar fluids with stretch analogous to the method followed in the

classical Kelvin-Voigt theory of viscoelasticity.

However, for a more rigorous treatment of this theory we

would first have to determine a set of objective variables to construct

the theory, basing our selection of these variables on equations

(6.1) to (6.8). Accordingly we could choose Ekl' Akl'k,1' vk,1

0 k V k I 09 VI 8 where Ekl and Akl are given by
'

kl = ekl +Eklm (rm 0m) - Oki

(6.10)

Akl = dkl + cklm (w -vvm) - v5k1 = tkl .

Next we would define a micropalar viscoelastic solid with stretch

by the following constitutive equations:

tkl = Fkl (f rs' Ars, 0r, s, vr, s, 0, v, 0' k' V' k'
0

s =S (At: pA '0 011 )0,11,0 V )
kl kl rs rs r, s r, s 'k k'



= Mkl (ers ,93 tv ,0,v,0, v 8)k" k'rs r,s r,s

Xk = Ak ( E , P V Prs rs r, s r,s 0, v, 0, v 6 )k"
qk = Hk(Ers, Ars, 0 v 0, v, 0, v )r, s r, s k" k'

1/' = 4'(E. Ars' 9)r, s' yr, s'

= N(E yr, s, v, 0,k, v, k, B)rs' Ars' 0r, s'
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(6.11)

As is customary in current literature [12, 17], in order

to obtain a constitutively linear theory for micropolar materials

with stretch suitable for practical applications, one could eliminate

the heat supply term from the energy equation and the thermo-

dynamic inequality, thereby obtaining the appropriate Clausius-

Duhem inequality. Postulating the validity of this inequality for

all independent thermodynamic processes would lead one to the

desired constitutive equations for such media. Next, by expanding

the free energy function in terms of its arguments, retained up to

quadratic terms and using the constitutive forms obtained above,

linear expressions for stress and couple stress can be constructed.

We shall not pursue this work further in this thesis, but

state that we are now in the process of constructing such a con-

stitutive theory. Our aim in pursuing this work is to apply this

theory to problems of wave propagation in micropolar viscoelastic

materials with stretch.



V. SUMMARY, DISCUSSION AND SCOPE
OF FUTURE WORK

In the Introduction to this thesis we remarked on the relative

scarcity of work, both experimental and theoretical, concerning

smectic liquid crystals. The theoretical work which we have

undertaken here is only our first step in filling this void and we are

certain that it will stimulate others to attempt further experimental

and theoretical studies.

The thermodynamic restrictions developed in Chapter II and

the simplification of the constitutively linear theory due to the

material symmetry properties of the smectic substance are

invaluable aids to the experimentalist and theoretician alike. We

point out, once again, that the thermodynamic restrictions were

i-sed extensively in obtaining the solution to the flow problem of heat-

conducting smectic liquid crystals contained between two concentric

rotating circular cylinders. Not only did the thermodynamic

restrictions serve to simplify the mathematical problem, but

they were instrumental in our efforts to identify a number of the

material coefficients present in our theory. This identification of

material coefficients is vital to any theoretical work, for if the

theory is to have a practical value for the experimentalist then

there must be a means for measuring the value of the material
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coefficients. Thus we have demonstrated in Chapter III how one can

determine a number of the material coefficients of our theory.

Further work is also strongly indicated here, for there are still

other material coefficients to be determined. However, this

problem awaits further experimental work as well as further

theoretical studies.

We have already embarked on providing a theory which will

give an even better description of the smectic liquid crystal's

rheological behavior as is evidenced by our work on micropolar

elasticity with stretch in Chapter IV. We have indicated in that

chapter how we are using this theory to aid us in the construction

of the theory of micropolar viscoelasticity with stretch. After

constructing this theory we plan to study wave propagation in sub-

stances such as smectic liquid crystals wherein the microelements

can now undergo uniform stretching or contracting as well as rigid

rotations.

Thus we see that the work accomplished in this thesis has,

in effect, two purposes. One is to fill a void in the existing

theoretical work and the other is to stimulate further theoretical and

experimental work on smectic liquid crystals.
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